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HEART'S DELIGHT
DIGITAL CELEBRATION & AUCTION

MAY 6, 2021

We look forward to celebrating with old friends  (plus some new ones) 
and our favorite winemakers during our digital program and auction!

 
Visit https://Event.Gives/HeartsDelight to Register and View Auction Lots 

 

It is free to register; a credit card is required to complete your registration but you
will not be charged unless you purchase an auction item, make a donation,

purchase a party box or upgrade for a sponsorship.
 
 
 

Our Silent Auction will be online beginning at 8am on Thursday, May 6th
 

The Program begins at 6pm, charge your devices, pour some wine and enjoy!
 

Jamie Ritchie’s Conversation with 
Jean-Philippe Delmas of Domaine Clarence Dillon

 

Doug Heye’s Conversation with Frederick J. Ryan, Jr., Publisher and CEO of the
Washington Post, and author of "Wine and the White House: A History" 

 

Toasts from Winemakers
 

Stand Up for Your Heart Speaker, Colby Groom
 

Live Auction with Sotheby’s Jamie Ritchie
 

Thank you for your support! 
Save the Date for May 2022 when we can all be together again!

 
heartsdelightwineauction.org



IN-KIND DONORS

DIGITAL CELEBRATION
PARTY BOXES

Atlantic Winds Soaps
Calhoun & Co.

Camp Cosie
Creative Cement

Decorative Wine Gifts
Electric Seams

Evelyn Jane Candles
Fivesies Designs

Handmade by Sandra M.
Home from Oz

Krafty Fox Kendra
MFG Toffee Co.

Paper Mountain Designs
Pickett Brother's Beverage

Reach Beyond AZ
Second Floor Please

Sensible Style
Sweep of Sand

The Reluctant Trading Experiment
Wishlets

FALL 2020
CARE PACKAGES

BM2 Crafting
GoodLight

Lavendar Luvies
Lovely Little Lavender

The Cookie Cutter Shop
Vega Rose Body Goods

GRAPHIC
DESIGNERS

Molly McCoy
Sabra Creative
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SPONSORS
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BALTHAZAR SPONSORS OFFICIAL AIRLINE PARTNER

IMPERIAL  SPONSORS

LINDA GOODEN 
& LAIRD LOTT

GENEVIEVE & THE LATE 
J.D. MURPHY, JR.

CELEBRATION SPONSORS CELEBRATION PATRONS

DAVID BROWN

AL & AIMEE DOMINICK

LAURA & ADAM FEINBERG

JOHN A. GARR II

GIL & JANICE GUARINO

DENISE & MICHAEL TOBIN

AT&T

GENERAL ATOMICS

TOTAL WINE & MORE



CELEBRITY HOST
Jamie Ritchie 
Sotheby’s Wine

HEART’S DELIGHT BOARD
Mitch Bainwol  
Ford Motor Company
2018 Chairman

Ruth Bassin*  
Founding Sponsor  
(in memory of her son)

Mark Bisnow  
Bisnow Media  
2003 Chairman  

Thomas Hale Boggs, Jr.*  
2005 Chairman
 

The Honorable John Breaux  
Crossroads Strategies 
2011 Chairman

Nicholas E. Calio  
Airlines for America 
2014, 2013, 2008, 2007 Chairman

Scott Greenberg  
Greenberg, Wexler & Eig LLC 
Founding Chairman

John M. Kane  
2009 Chairman

Brian Kearney  
Kearney & Company 
2017 Chairman

The Honorable Trent Lott 
Crossroads Strategies  
2011 Chairman

David Marventano 
Fluor Corporation
2016 Chairman

Constance J. Milstein 
The Countess de La Haye Saint Hilaire 
2010 Chair
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Samuel Schreiber 
2006 Chairman

Matthew Shay
National Retail Federation
2019 Chairman

Richard Thompson  
Akin Gump  
2008 & 2006 Chairman

George Vradenburg III  
Vradenburg Foundation  
2005 & 2004 Chairman

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Mitch Bainwol Ford Motor Company

Tori Emerson Barnes U.S. Travel Association

Nicholas E. Calio Airlines for America

Shannon Finley Capitol Counsel

Gary Kline Cigna

Brian Kearney Kearney & Company

David Marventano Fluor Corporation

Matthew Shay National Retail Federation

HONORARY COMMITTEE
The Honorable Richard Burr
2014 Honoree

The Honorable Saxby Chambliss  
2011 - 2013 Honoree

The Honorable Richard B. Cheney  
2011 Leadership Award

The Honorable James E. Clyburn 
2011 Honoree

The Honorable Ander Crenshaw  
2016 Leadership Award

The Honorable Bill Frist 2003 Honoree

The Honorable Steny Hoyer 2009 Honoree

The Honorable John Larson 2013 Honoree

HOSTS & COMMITTEES



The Honorable Jim McCrery 2006 Honoree

The Honorable Lisa Murkowski  
2018 Congress Has Heart Award

The Honorable Richard E. Neal 2008 Honoree

The Honorable Paul Ryan  
2016 Congress Has Heart Award

The Honorable Bill Shuster 2013 Honoree

AUCTION COMMITTE
Dan Backer political.law

Gail Bassin JBS International, Inc.

Erich Broksas, 2015 Vice Chairman

John Brooks

Molly Christhilf Finnegan Olé Imports

Erlinda Alexandra Doherty Vinicola

Libby Edwards Five Grapes

Adam Feinberg Miller & Chevalier Chartered
2019 & 2018 Vice Chair

Kelsey Phelps Finch 
Joseph Phelps Vineyards & 
SEPPI Craft Sparkling Wine

Miranda Franco Holland & Knight LLP

James E. Gaby

John Gallagher Fluor Corporation

Elyse Genderson Schneider’s of Capitol Hill

Susan M. Grais EY

Diane Gross Cork Wine Bar & Market
2019 & 2018 Vice Chair

Justin Harrison

Caroline Hermann, MW

Doug Heye, 2017 Chairman

Marc Hodies HTeam Photography

HOSTS & COMMITTEES

Conrad Kenley LCG, Inc. 
2013 Chairman

Philip H. Kimball Total Wine & More

Joel Kleinman

Max Kuller

Patroski Lawson The KPM Group DC

Tom Madrecki

Carly Maher, CSW, CSS

Jamie Miller
American Medical Group Association

Maureen Nelson EY

Tim O’Rourke Prestige - Ledroit
2017 Chairman

Eric M. Platt Artisans & Vines  
2015 & 2014 Chairman, 2019 & 2017 Vice Chair

Amy Ray Orrick

Pamela Roberto
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America

Michael Sands Calvert Woodley Wine & Spirits

Jeffrey J. Schragg Newton Grange Consulting

Tim Snyder Republic National Distributing
Company

Sarah Walsh Walsh Family Wine

Kristin Welch RWK Imports

David White  
Terroirist.com & Keybridge Communications 
2016 & 2015 Chairman
2019, 2018 & 2017 Vice Chair

Noelle Williams HelmsBriscoe
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Adam Lee, Clarice Wine Company
My second chance is why

Nicholas Calio, Airlines for America 
My mother, family, friends & joy is why

Alfred Tesseron, Château Pontet-Canet 
For A Better Health is why

Kristin Welch, RWK Imports 
My Sister is why

Diane Gross, Cork Wine Bar & Market 
My Dad and Aaron Pitts are why

Conrad Kenley, LCG Inc. 
Wine is why

Chris & Kathryn Hermann, 00 Wine
Family love is why

Miro Uskokovic, Gramercy Tavern
Family is why

Libby Edwards, Five Grapes
My grandfather is why

Caroline Hermann, Auction Committee
Family is why

Brian Kearney, Kearney & Company 
The People I love are why

Elizabeth Vianna, Chimney Rock 
Family is why

Kelley Fox, Kelley Fox Wines
To do what you are here to do is why

Mitch Bainwol, Ford Motor Company
Life with Family & Friends is Precious is why

Susan M. Grais
My Brother is why

Charles W. Hendricks, hope & grace wines
Travel & Love is why

John Brooks, Auction Committee
Love is why

Adam Feinberg, Miller & Chevalier Chartered
Time Together is why

Eric Platt, Artisans & Vines
The Journey is why

Kelsey Phelps Finch, SEPPI Craft Sparkling Wine 
Community is why
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LIFE IS WHY

We want people to experience more of life’s precious moments. It’s why we’ve made
better heart and brain health our mission. And until there’s a world free of heart disease
and stroke, we’ll be here, working to make a healthier, longer life possible for everyone. 

Everyone has a reason to live a longer, healthier life. 
What is your why?
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HEART'S DELIGHT CONVERSATIONS

As a part of the Heart’s Delight Digital Celebration we are featuring entertaining
conversations helping bring the feel of Heart’s Delight to life in a year when we
aren’t able to be together.

Thank you to our kind participants!

Jamie Ritchie’s Conversation with Jean-Philippe Delmas of
Domaine Clarence Dillon

Jean-Philippe Delmas
Domaine Clarence Dillon

Jean-Philippe Delmas is the son of Jean Bernard
Delmas and the grandson of Georges Delmas, the
third generation of winemakers and managers with
Château Haut-Brion. He has a degree from the
Bordeaux Faculty of Oenology. Having completed
winemaking stints in California, Provence and
Champagne, as well as on-the-job training with his
father, he joined Domaine Clarence Dillon in October
1994. Jean-Philippe knew the vineyards of Domaine
Clarence Dillon, they were his playgrounds during his
childhood.  Jean-Philippe  sees  his  responsibility as the
Château’s winemaker as continuing the revolutionary

work of his father and grandfather. Jean-Philippe Delmas is a Bordelais, born and
raised. The most prominent aspect of Jean-Philippe’s personality is his charm, and
his dedication to the great wines of Bordeaux.
With a history dating back to 1423, Château Haut-Brion is the oldest and smallest
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of the original four First Growth Properties in the 1855 classification of Bordeaux
wines. Château Haut-Brion, the only first growth owned by an American, was
purchased in 1935 by Clarence Dillon. Since this time, Haut-Brion has had the
unique good fortune of being owned by four generations of the Dillon family.
Today the estate is now managed by Prince Robert of Luxembourg, the great-
grandson of Clarence Dillon. Additionally the winemaking duties have been
managed by three generations of the Delmas family.

Jamie Ritchie
Worldwide Head of Sotheby’s Wine
Jamie Ritchie is Worldwide Head of Sotheby’s Wine.
He joined Sotheby’s in 1990 and has been
responsible for expanding Sotheby’s wine business
from being an auction house with sales based only
in London to a multi-channel international wine
merchant with 2019 sales significantly exceeding
$125 million. Since 1994, he has been based in New
York, having started Sotheby’s US wine auctions. He
launched wine auctions in Hong Kong in 2009 and
launched Sotheby’s Wine retail business in New
York in 2010 and Hong Kong in 2014. 
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Doug Heye’s Conversation with Frederick J. Ryan, Jr.,
Publisher and CEO of the Washington Post, and author of
“Wine and the White House: A History”

Frederick J. Ryan, Jr.
Publisher and CEO of the Washington
Post and author of “Wine and the
White House: A History”

Frederick J. Ryan, Jr., publisher and CEO of the
Washington Post, has been an aficionado of both
wine and White House history for most of his life.
Growing up in Italy and California, he developed an
early interest in wine and its production, studied
winemaking and its history, and now participates in
a joint winemaking venture in Napa Valley. Ryan’s
fascination with wine parallels his lifelong interest in
the American presidency. He served in a senior staff
position in the Ronald Reagan White House and as
Reagan’s post-presidential chief of staff. Ryan
currently serves as chair of the Board of Directors of
the White House Historical Association, of the Board
of Trustees of the Ronald Reagan Presidential
Foundation, and of the Wine Committee of the
Metropolitan Club of Washington, D.C.

Whether you’re a devotee of presidential history, a lover of wine, or both, Wine
and the White House: A History is sure to prove informative and entertaining.
The first book of its kind, it is a comprehensive journey through the history of
White House hospitality that explores every president’s experience of wine. The
fully illustrated pages also feature memorable presidential toasts, menus from
historic White House gatherings, a catalog of vintages served, and spectacular
new photography of the White House glassware collection.  
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Early presidents recognized the important function wine played in entertaining at
the White House. While some appreciated and enjoyed wine, others considered it
merely a ceremonial necessity. Still others campaigned to outlaw wine and
banned it from the White House; their successors celebrated its return. More
recently, all presidents, regardless of whether they enjoyed wine themselves, have
used the White House as a venue to showcase the fine wines produced in the
United States.

Doug Heye
A veteran of politics since 1990, Douglas Heye has
served in leading communications positions in the
House of Representatives and United States
Senate, the Republican National Committee and
the George W. Bush Administration. He is currently
a CNN Political Commentator, providing analysis on
domestic and international political events. As
Deputy Chief of Staff for the Majority Leader of the
House of Representatives, Heye garnered on the 

record bipartisan praise for his team-building, crisis communications and
strategic planning abilities. Roll Call named Heye one of the “Fabulous 50,”
noting his ability to “set the tone and frame the debate” as someone “in the
room when decisions are made” in the Capitol. 



AUCTIONEER
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Jamie Ritchie
Worldwide Head of Sotheby’s Wine
Jamie Ritchie is Worldwide Head of Sotheby’s Wine.
He joined Sotheby’s in 1990 and has been
responsible for expanding Sotheby’s wine business
from being an auction house with sales based only
in London to a multi-channel international wine
merchant with 2019 sales significantly exceeding
$125 million. Since 1994, he has been based in New
York, having started Sotheby’s US wine auctions. He
launched wine auctions in Hong Kong in 2009 and
launched Sotheby’s Wine retail business in New
York in 2010 and Hong Kong in 2014.

More recently, Sotheby’s has expanded into the spirits business achieving the
record highest value auction with the $10 million Ultimate Whisky Collection in
2019. Also in 2019, Sotheby’s Wine launched the ”Sotheby’s Own Label Wine
Collection” a range of Sotheby’s branded wines, which are sold exclusively
through their retail businesses. 

Mr. Ritchie is one of the world’s leading wine auctioneers, holding the records for
selling the most expensive bottles of wine and spirits: 1 bottle of Romanée-Conti
1945 for $558,000 in 2018; and 1 bottle of The Macallan Fine & Rare 60 Year Old
1926 for $1.9 million in 2019. Mr. Ritchie continues to conduct Sotheby’s wine
auctions, donate his services to many benefit auctions, and to lead tastings
around the United States. He is a respected authority on the wine market and has
been regularly featured in the Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, Financial
Times, Los Angeles Times, Forbes and Wine Spectator Magazine. 





STAND UP FOR YOUR HEART
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Colby Groom
Stand Up for Your Heart Speaker 
Colby Groom, now 23 years old is one of the 40,000
babies born each year with Congenital Heart
Disease. Colby had back to back open heart
surgeries at the ages of eight and nine. While this
time was tough for him and his family, even more
difficult was getting back to a normal school and
social life after the surgeries. Colby struggled
academically, physically and socially. 

Colby’s family tried to turn this negative into a positive by getting him involved
with the American Heart Association. At the age of 10 he told his first survivor
story on stage. Soon after he was arranging heart walks for his school, helping
mentor other “heart” kids and raising money for the AHA. 
 
At age 11, Colby asked his winemaker father if they could make a wine together
and donate the proceeds to heart research so that “no kid would have to go
through what I went through”. With the initial hope of raising $500 Colby found
some cabernet grapes online in 2010, and the resulting two barrels of wine,
totaling 50 cases, were made. This wine, Colby Red, was named after him.

Today, Colby Red wine is a delicious blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Zinfandel,
Shiraz, Merlot and Petit Sirah. The Today Show called it "one of the best red wines
we have ever tasted". 

Colby Red has proudly donated close to $2,000,000 to heart charities, research
grants and heart families in need across the USA. Where possible proceeds are
donated back to communities in which the wine was sold.
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Colby is now a sought after guest speaker at heart charity events across North
America telling his story and journey to large crowds often to a standing ovation.
He is also a National Spokesperson for the Children’s Heart Foundation,
passionately co-chairs their Young Adult Board and sits on the organization’s
Diversity and Inclusion Task Force and Advocacy Board.
 
Colby is currently in the process of awaiting acceptances to Law School hoping to
attend in the fall of this year. Many on his desired schools are on the East Coast. 
 
Colby’s definition of success is “accomplishing your own goals and helping as
many people as possible, even if it’s something you may not see or feel the results
of yourself.” 

His advice to heart parents is “Trust your child’s doctors. Growing up with a CHD
is a challenge, do your best to understand when your child needs support and
reason, and when they need space and emotions.”



LIFE IS WHY
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Everyone has a reason to live a healthier, longer life. What’s yours?
 

We want people to experience more of life’s precious moments. It’s why we’ve made better
heart and brain health our mission. And until there’s a world free of heart disease and
stroke, we’ll be here, working to make a healthier, longer life possible for everyone.

Why? Life is Why.



CONDITIONS OF SALE
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1. (a) Neither Sotheby’s nor the American Heart Association assume any risk, liability or responsibility for the
authenticity of the authorship of any property offered at this auction. (b) All Property is sold “as is” and neither
Sotheby’s nor The American Heart Association makes any representations or warranties of any kind or nature,
expressed or implied, with respect to the property, and in no event shall either of them be responsible for the
correctness of any catalogue or notices or descriptions of property, nor be deemed to have made, any
representations or warranty of physical condition, size, quality, rarity, importance, genuineness, attribution,
authenticity, provenance or historical relevance of the property. No statement in any catalogue, notice or
description or made at the sale, in any bill of sale invoice or elsewhere, shall be deemed such a representation or
warranty or any assumption of liability. Neither Sotheby’s nor the American Heart Association makes any
representation or warranty, expressed or implied, as to whether the purchaser acquires any reproduction rights
in the property. Prospective bidders should inspect the property before bidding to determine its condition, size
and whether or not it has been repaired or restored.

The property offered in this sale will be offered and sold by The American Heart Association. Any questions
should be directed to the American Heart Association and not to Sotheby’s, Inc., (“Sotheby’s”), which serves merely
as auctioneer for the American Heart Association in conducting the auction sale and participates on the following
terms and conditions, as amended by any posted notices or oral announcements during the sale, which govern
the sale of all the property offered at the auction: 

2. Any property may be withdrawn by Sotheby’s or the American Heart Association at any time before the actual
sale without any liability therefore.
3. Sotheby’s and the American Heart Association reserve the right to reject a bid from any bidder. The highest
bidder acknowledged by the auctioneer shall be the purchaser. In the event of any dispute between bidders, the
auctioneer shall have sole and final discretion either to determine the successful bidder or to reoffer and resell
the article in dispute. If any dispute arises after the sale, the American Heart Association’s sale records shall be
conclusive in all respects.
4. If the auctioneer determines that any opening bid is not commensurate with the value of the article offered, he
may reject the same and withdraw the article from sale, and if, having acknowledged an opening bid, he decides
that any advance thereafter is insufficient, he may reject the advance.
5. On the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, the highest bidder shall be deemed to have purchased the offered lot
subject to all of the conditions set forth herein and thereupon (a) assumes the risk and responsibility thereof, (b)
will sign a confirmation of purchase thereof and (c) will pay the full purchase price therefore or such part as the
American Heart Association may require. All property shall be removed from the premises by the purchaser at his
expense that day, if not so removed, will be sent by the American Heart Association at the expense of the
purchaser to a public warehouse for the account, risk and expense of the purchaser and such added charges will
then be added to the purchase price of the object. If the foregoing conditions and other applicable conditions are
not complied with, in addition to other remedies available to the American Heart Association by law, including,
without limitation, the right to hold the purchaser liable for the bid price, the American Heart Association at their
option, may either a) cancel the sale, or (b) resell the property on three days’ notice to the purchaser and for the
account and risk of the purchaser, either publicly or privately, and in such event the purchaser shall be liable for
payment of any deficiency, all other charges due hereunder and incidental damages.
6. All checks should be payable to the American Heart Association and not to Sotheby’s.
7. In the case of bids transmitted by absentee bidders, Sotheby’s and the American Heart Association are not
responsible for any errors or omissions in connection to such bids.



Thank you to the very generous Bonnie Family for their lovely donation of this Double
Magnum from 1989. “The 1989 is extremely subtle, light to medium-bodied, forward, yet
structured enough to last until the end of the century.” - Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Malartic-Lagravière

Thank you to Aline Baly and the generous Baly family that kindly agreed to participate in
our Digital Celebration and will be sending this terrific double magnum from 2009. It is a
high scoring vintage, earning 96 points from Decanter, James Suckling AND Robert Parker!
“A triumph for the vintage with spices, dried mushroom, dried pineapple, peaches, and
honey. Full and sweet with bright acidity and a long, intense finish. Powerful wine. This
could be the best Coutet ever.” - James Suckling

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Coutet

LIVE AUCTION

1 Château Malartic-Lagravière 1989 - 3L
estimated value: $425

2 Château Coutet 2009 - 3L
estimated value: $375
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1 - Magnum Château Smith Haut Lafitte 2015 (in a beautiful wooden carved box
and signed)
Private tour of SHL including a tasting of their greatest vintages in both colors 
Lunch with Daniel and Florence Cathiard at La Chartreuse for up to four people
Private tour of their Cathiard Family Estate in Napa

This is a very special package from this dynamic duo! The 2015 vintage is also a very
special year as it marks the 25th anniversary of Daniel & Florence Cathiard at the helm of
Château Smith Haut Lafitte. To commemorate the special occasion the label on this
vintage is black. Not only is this Magnum of the fantastic 2015 Smith Haut Lafitte signed
by the Cathiards - as we can see on their lovely video - it also receives nearly perfect
scores! 99 points from James Suckling, “Full body and super-integrated tannins that melt
into the wine. The quality of the tannins is incredible with fantastic length and mouthfeel.
So much concentration and balance at the same time. Such beauty. From biodynamic
grapes. This is the greatest wine ever from here. Drink in 2022.”

The Cathiards are also offering a very special opportunity for a private tour of Smith Haut
Lafitte followed by a tasting of their best vintages. You will join them for a very special
lunch at La Chartreuse.

The Cathiards have branched out to Napa Valley when they purchased the Flora Springs
estate last year and they invite you to visit Napa where they hope to release Cathiard
Family Estate wines within a few years.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office. Visits are subject to
availability on mutually agreeable date.

Donated by Château Smith Haut Lafitte

Château Smith Haut Lafitte Lot - Magnum of 2015 
+ lunch at SHL
estimated value: $850

3
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Chartogne-Taillet Champagne Fiacre Tête de Cuvée 2010 
José Michel & Fils Champagne Special Club 2012
Bérêche et Fils Brut Réserve NV
Pierre Péters 'Cuvée de Réserve' Brut 
Andre Jacquart Mesnil Experience Blanc de Blancs Grand Cru NV 
Paul Bara Grand Cru Grand Millesime 2010
Chartogne-Taillet Cuvee Sainte Anne Brut NV 
Pierre Peters Cuvée de Réserve Brut Blanc de Blancs Champagne NV
J.L. Vergnon Confidence 2008
Vouette et Sorbée Blanc d'Argile Extra Brut Champagne 2010 
Clement Perseval Extra Brut NV 
Franck Bonville Grand Cru Brut Blanc de Blancs NV

Ever want to learn how to make the already celebratory occasion of popping a bottle of
champagne even more exciting? Now this is your lucky day as resident Champagne
celebrity (and author of But First, Champagne: A Modern Guide to the World’s Favorite
Wine), David White, will hold a sabering lesson for you and your friends and will teach you
how to saber a bottle of Champagne.

Grower Champagnes are defined as those made by récoltants–manipulants - about 2,000
growers who make their own wines as well as selling grapes to the major Champagne
houses. As Terry Theise explains, the récoltant manipulants “handcraft their limited
quantities of Champagne from individual villages and parcels where the inherent qualities
of the vineyards imprint themselves into the wines. These winemakers are brave souls in
an industrialized age: growing, crafting and bottling their own Champagne, offering it to
the world as their life’s work.” This is a wonderful opportunity to drink well and support
those brave souls!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Amy Ray, Maureen Nelson, Doug Heye, John Brooks, John Gallagher,
Joel Kleinman, Diane Gross, Friends of Heart’s Delight & David White

Grower Champagne Lot & Saber Lesson with David White
estimated value: $1,0504
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We so appreciate our friends from Brane-Cantenac for generously participating in our
auction and sending along this terrific 2004 Jeroboam! “A beauty from the Margaux
appellation, this savory, floral, plum, cherry, and black currant-scented 2004 exhibits
wonderful sweetness, medium body, and enough fresh acids to provide definition. An
ethereal quality results in a pure, seductive wine…How good it is to see this famous estate
back on track.” 90 points - Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Brane-Cantenac

Thank you to the kindness of our friends at Château Lagrange who have kindly allowed
us to auction off what would have been in the 2020 live auction - this Jeroboam from
1998! “This dark ruby-colored, elegant, attractive effort offers spicy new oak, medium
body, excellent concentration as well as depth, surprising softness, and early appeal.” -
Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Lagrange

Château Lagrange 1998 - 5L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $500

Château Brane-Cantenac 2004 - 5L
estimated value: $600
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We are so thankful for this lovely donation from Emeline Borie - a double magnum from
2005. “The brilliant 2005 Grand-Puy-Lacoste exhibits classic Pauillac aromas and flavors of
creme de cassis along with stony/floral notes. Proprietor Xavier Borie has created a wine
that should rival the brilliant 1982, 1990, 1996, and 2000. Full-bodied with sweet tannin
and superb length (a 40+ second finish), the purity of this beauty’s black currant fruit is
something to behold. Anticipated maturity: 2013-2030. 95 points - Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Grand Puy Lacoste

The wonderful Planty Family have never missed a Heart’s Delight and we appreciate that
even in this digital setting, they are keeping the tradition alive! This high scoring Imperial is
the equivalent to 8 regular bottles of liquid gold! 96 points from James Suckling and 93
points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, “Tasted as part of a vertical held at the
chateau. The 2010 is more Zen-like on the nose compared to the 2009 - more minerality
coming through, tense and citric. The palate offers surprising viscosity on the entry with a
fine bead of acidity. There is plenty of apricot and dried honey. It has a lovely caressing
texture, although there is still some new oak to absorb on the vanilla-scented finish. This
has great potential. Drink 2019-2035.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT.] shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Guiraud

Château Guiraud 2010 - 6L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $750

Château Grand Puy Lacoste 2005 - 3L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $700

7
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Dinner for 10 at Château Pontet-Canet
Tesseron Estate ‘Pym-Rae’ 2016 - 3 bottles (in the original wooden case)

The charming Alfred Tesseron has extended a generous invitation to visit Château Pontet-
Canet and will offer a special treat of a wonderful dinner for up to ten guests. After a brief
introduction to the history of Château Pontet-Canet in front of its 18th century facade,
you are invited to cruise through the stunning vineyards where you will be given a unique
insight into the skills involved in the production of its wine. You then enter the 19th
century vat room with its metallic structure architecturally inspired by the Eiffel era. This is
then followed by a visit to its brand new triconic vat room, the first of its kind in the
Médoc. After viewing the underground cellar, you will finish with a taste of one of
magnificent Grand Cru vintages. The beautiful Chateau which makes superb biodynamic
wines has gone through a wonderful transformation since 1994, the year Alfred Tesseron
took over the chateau. M. Tesseron shared that amongst many of the secrets of this
beautiful wine is the care given to grape selection and the idea of going back to organic
principles. From manual grape selection, the lack of computers in making harvesting and
fermentation decisions to individuals working in the cellars daily, heart and mind
invested– winemaking at Pontet-Canet is an art. In the vineyards you are always bound to
see the horses working the soil. Your perfect visit at Pontet-Canet will be made extra
special by an invitation to dinner for up to ten guests with a gorgeous view of the
expansive vineyards.

We are very excited to include three bottles from the inaugural vintage of Pym-Rae under
the new ownership of Tesseron Estate. Formerly the wine estate of the late Robin Williams
who named the wine after combining the middle names of his son and daughter, Pym-
Rae is now the California crown jewel of Bordeaux's Tesseron family who produces
Château Pontet-Canet. The Tesserons decided to keep the wine's name to honor the
legacy of the late actor.

The wine received 97point from the Wine Advocate, “A blend of 76% Cabernet Sauvignon,
17% Merlot and 7% Cabernet Franc, the 2016 Pym-Rae displays a deep garnet-purple
color and reveals wonderfully fragrant notes of candied violets, wilted roses, damp soil
and black tea over a core of red and black currants, black cherries and warm blackberries
plus touches of cigar box and camphor. Medium to full-bodied, the palate is evocatively
singular, offering that rock-solid structure of mountain fruit, yet these are wonderfully ripe

Tesseron Family Package
estimated value: $6,2009
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silt-like tannins that beautifully support the elegant red and black fruit layers, finishing
very long and very perfumed." Drink: 2020-2048

Restrictions: The dinner at Pontet-Canet is to be set on a mutually agreeable date. The Pym-Rae will be
shipped from the winery to the winner. Must be over 21 to order.

Donated by The Tesseron Family, Château Pontet-Canet and Tesseron Estate
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It is so kind of Philippe Blanc to send this lovely 2015 Jeroboam as a show of their support
and loyalty to Heart’s Delight and we know our guests love when Philippe is able to join us
in Washington. The 2015 Château Beychevelle received 95 points from Jeb Dunnuck, “A
true gem in the vintage is the 2015 Château Beychevelle which is 47% Merlot, 42%
Cabernet Sauvignon and the rest Petit Verdot, all of which was brought up in 50% new
oak. This beauty is loaded with notions of black cherries, leafy herbs, underbrush and
hints of violets. Medium to full-bodied, concentrated and opulent on the palate, with fine,
ripe tannin, it has all the right components, is intense, pure, and lengthy. Count me in as a
fan and it will benefit from short-term cellaring and keep for two decades or more.” And
94 points from Neal Martin: "The 2015 Beychevelle has a wonderful ripe blackberry,
boysenberry and cassis-scented bouquet that is very well defined. There is nascent
energy and tension spilling out from the glass. The palate is medium-bodied with quite
opulent black fruit laced with graphite and a splash of soy, but underneath is embedded a
firm structure. There is real vivacity and terroir expression on the finish, a Beychevelle
with enormous potential. One for those seeking 'classic' Saint-Julien."

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Beychevelle

Château Beychevelle 2015 - 5L
estimated value: $1,00010
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It is very rare when something sentimental can also be so beautiful. The 2015 vintage
received high marks all around - 100 points Decanter… 100 points Jeb Dunnuck… 100
points James Suckling… 100 points Wine Enthusiast… 99 points Robert Parker’s Wine
Advocate… 99 points Wine Spectator

“This wine is beautifully packaged in a special commemorative bottle honoring winemaker
Paul Pontallier, who passed away in 2016. The gold-etched black bottle bears the
message, “Hommage à Paul Pontallier” at the bottom. This 2015 is an achingly beautiful
swan song from an incredibly gifted winemaker, taken from us too soon. In my view, this
alone makes this vintage more than worth the investment for the many lovers of history in
a bottle.” - Wine Advocate

Château Margaux said that it was the first time it had commissioned a one-off design for
its grand vin for a particular vintage. It is a mark of estate owner Corinne Mentzelopoulos’
respect for Paul Pontallier, who joined Margaux in 1983. 2015 was Paul Pontallier’s final
vintage at Margaux; he passed away in 2016. Paul Pontallier was a wonderful friend of
Heart’s Delight and we were all tremendously saddened by his passing. We were honored
to have his son Thibault here with us in 2018 to help celebrate his father’s legacy.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

Château Margaux 2015 - 1 bottle
estimated value: $1,50011
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This lovely Imperial is 6 liters (equivalent of 8 bottles)! 96 points from the Wine Spectator
and ranked #2 wine in the Top 100 wines of 2003! "Cos puts together serious reds in
serious years, and with large production for a relatively reasonable price. Cos's head, Jean-
Guillaume Prats, has made the property's best red since 1989. Gorgeous on the nose,
with currants, blackberries and cut flowers, it is full-bodied, with ultrafine tannins and a
solid core of fruit. Goes on and on. It is the essence of class and refinement. Best after
2010." (01/03) 91points Robert Parker: "The wine displays roasted herbs intermixed with
licorice, incense, black cherry, and black currant fruit. Medium-bodied, rather than full,
elegant, with some spicy tannins and a nice sweet finish, compared to the other top
classified growths, this wine is on a much faster evolutionary track and can be drunk now
and over the next 15 or more years." (6/10) 90 points Stephen Tanzer: "Full ruby-red.
Cassis, minerals, cedar and a floral note on the nose, along with an herbal currant leaf
component. Juicy and tight; hints at the power of the vintage but misses out on the
sweetness and pliancy of the best examples. Offers a reasonably seamless texture but the
firmly tannic finish seems a bit herbaceous following the 2001" (May/June 03)

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Wine is coming directly from Bordeaux on a container due to arrive in June.
We will contact you once the item has arrived in DC to arrange shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able
to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to
the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Château Cos d’Estournel

Château Cos d’Estournel 2000 - 6L
estimated value: $3,00012
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The wonderful Hervé Berland kindly allowed us to auction off what would have been in
the 2020 live auction - this Salmanazar is 9 liters - the equivalent of 12 bottles.

96 points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate! “The Château Montrose 2014 is a blend of
61% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc and 1% Petit Verdot that
represents 47% of the total production. It was picked from mid-September via five or six
tries through the vineyard. The aromatics represent a clear step in quality from the
second wine, attired with far more precision and focus, much more purity with scents of
blackberry, boysenberry and blue fruit, now with touches of violet and vanilla. It is
beautifully defined and actually, at least at this juncture, closely aligned with Cos
d’Estournel 2014. The palate is medium-bodied with filigree tannin that underpin layers of
pure mineral-rich black fruit. There is an enthralling sense of energy and precision here
and it fans out remarkably on the finish. Dare I say, this is one grand vin that comes
perilously close to matching the heights of the 2009 and 2010. This is a brilliant Montrose,
one of the best you will find on the Left Bank this vintage.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Montrose

Château Montrose 2014 - 9L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $3,00013
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1 - Magnum of Château La Mission Haut-Brion 2015
1 - Magnum of Château Haut-Brion 2015 
1 - Magnum of Château Quintus 2015

We are so honored for the support of Domaine Clarence Dillon in our Auction and
Celebration this year. Prince Robert and Jean-Philippe Delmas have been our guests of
honor in the past and we can’t wait until they can be with us again. In the meantime, they
have sent an incredible set of three magnums from the 2015 vintage - all very high
scoring and the Haut Brion and La Mission Haut Brion received a perfect score!

The 2015 Haut Brion, received 100 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, “This
impeccably poised, exquisitely perfumed 2015 Haut-Brion possesses the most alluring yet
seemingly effortless beauty. While it bears only a passing resemblance in its opulent
personality to the now legendary 1989, like that vintage the 2015 cannot fail to
hedonically satiate and intellectually edify all lovers of great Bordeaux who drink it. What’s
more, it also has the blue-blooded tenaciousness to remain this jaw-droppingly
impressive, throughout its many guises over time, and for a very, very long time.”

As well as 100 points from Jeb Dunnuck, “The 2015 Haut Brion is a perfect wine that
couldn’t be any better and is certainly at the top of this great vintage. A blend of 50%
Merlot, 42% Cabernet Sauvignon, and the balance Cabernet Franc, this full-bodied,
concentrated, backward, yet sensationally pure 2015 boast knockout notes of
blackcurrants, smoked tobacco, ground herbs, and graphite, with a terrific damp
earth/minerality quality emerging with time in the glass. Straight, focused, and built like a
skyscraper, with a stacked mid-palate, enjoy over the following three to four decades.”

The 2015 La Mission Haut Brion received 100 points from James Suckling and 98 points
from Jeb Dunnuck, “More opulent, sexy and concentrated, the 2015 La Mission Haut
Brion is a tour de force that has everything you could want from Bordeaux. A huge nose
of smoke tobacco, gravelly earth, graphite, cassis, and blackcurrants gives way to a full-
bodied, concentrated, perfectly balanced beauty that has incredible depth of flavor and
intensity, yet with no weight. While the overall impression is upfront and in your face, it
has incredible elegance and length on the finish (as well as ripe tannin), and will keep for
three decades.” And also 98 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, “The deep
garnet-purple colored 2015 La Mission Haut-Brion is a blend of 58% Merlot, 7% Cabernet
Franc and 35% Cabernet Sauvignon. Medium to full-bodied, decadently fruited and yet

Domaine Clarence Dillon 2015 Collection
estimated value: $3,50014
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wonderfully elegant with very ripe, very silky tannins, freshness that sits well in the
background and an almost electric intensity of vibrant red and black fruit flavors, it
finishes long and minerally. Just. Beautiful. Consider giving it 6-7 years in bottle before
broaching and drink it over the next 30+.”

The 2015 Château Quintus received 97 points from James Suckling, “Such a beautiful and
complex nose of rose petals, dark fruit and sandalwood. Full-bodied, juicy and flavorful. A
precise linear edge to this runs through the wine. Very fine tannins. Yet this is so powerful.
Love it. Drink in 2022 and forward.”Also 94 points from The Wine Advocate and Jeb
Dunnuck, “The top cuvee is the 2015 Château Quintus, and it’s a sensationally
concentrated, textured beauty loaded with character. Toasty oak, chocolate, blackcurrants,
and licorice all emerge from this full-bodied Saint-Emilion and it has a terrific mid-palate,
fine tannin and the balance and depth to keep for two decades.”

Restrictions: The wine will be sent directly to the winner after the auction. Must be 21 to purchase.

Donated by Domaine Clarence Dillon
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American Airlines - Two Business Class Tickets
Le Bristol Paris - Two Night Stay
Château Montrose - Visit, Tasting & Lunch for up to Six People
Château Beychevelle - Cellar Visit, Wine Tasting, Winemaker dinner at the château
with château representative and Overnight stay at the château for two couples
Château Grand Puy Lacoste - Visit, Tasting & Lunch for Four People at the Estate
Château Lynch- Bages - Private Tour, Tasting, and Lunch at the Property for Four 
Château Malartic-Lagravière - Visit, Tasting & Lunch or Dinner for Four People 
Château Lagrange - Visit, Tasting & Lunch or Dinner for Two People at the Estate
Château Coutet - One Night Stay + Food and Wine Pairing Experience for Four
People (Lunch or Dinner)

We can’t wait to travel and are so jealous of the winning bidder who is off to Paris with two
business class tickets on American Airlines, the official airline of Heart’s Delight. The
French capital is everything you’ve seen in films and paintings and more that you have yet
to discover. 

Your Parisian adventures will begin with two nights, including American breakfast for two
at the five-star Le Bristol Hotel. Since 1925, Le Bristol Paris has been celebrated for its
unique definition of luxury, and for offering service of the highest order. The world’s most
discerning travelers choose Le Bristol for a first-class Parisian experience, and this
illustrious palace has become a benchmark for luxury hotels all over the world – lucky you
- this will be your “home” for a glorious stay in Paris.

Off to Bordeaux! As a supporter of Heart’s Delight, you will receive a warm welcome in
Bordeaux and throughout your visit you will be treated to lunches, dinners, stays in the
chateaux and VIP tours. Tour the châteaux, imbibe the world-class wines, indulge in the
regional cuisine, and then see what else Bordeaux has to offer. Many of our friends from
Bordeaux have extended an invitation for you to come and visit. This is an exciting way to
make the wine come to life – meet the people and see where it is all happening!

Restrictions: American Airlines: Transportation includes two Business Class tickets on American
Airlines, the official airline of Heart’s Delight. Restrictions apply. Book travel arrangements as soon
as possible to take advantage of maximum availability. Please provide three months’ notice in order
to properly plan your trip. Travel is valid through December 2022. Extensions will not be permitted.

Paris and Bordeaux Trip - We Are So Ready to Travel!
estimated value: $10,00015
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Le Bristol Hotel: Expires December 29, 2022. Black out days and subject to availability. Not valid
December 20th – January 2, 2022. Not valid on holidays. Mutually agreeable date and advance
notice required. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.
Château Visits - Mutually agreeable dates. Three months’ notice required. Weekdays only. No
holidays. Château Beychevelle: Overnight stay – maximum 4 people and maximum of two rooms -
Extended stay or more guests are obviously welcome but subject to availability and accepted
quotation.

Donated by American Airlines, Le Bristol Hotel, Château Montrose, Château
Grand Puy Lacoste, Château Beychevelle, Château Malartic-Lagravière, Château
Lagrange, Château Coutet, and Château Lynch-Bages
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Château Haut Brion 2000 
Château Pichon Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 2000
Château Pichon-Longueville au Baron de Pichon-Longueville 2000 
Château Pavie Macquin 2000
Château Tertre Rôteboeuf 2000
Château Léoville Barton 2000
Château Clerc Milon 2000 (in original wooden box)
Château Lafon-Rochet 2000 
Château Gruaud Larose 2000
Château Léoville Las Cases 2000

2000 Bordeaux wine continues to hold on to its legendary status. It’s important to keep in
mind, 2000 Bordeaux wine was the first perfect vintage for both banks in a decade. With
2000 Bordeaux wine, part of what made the vintage great is that quality wines were
produced in every Bordeaux appellation and in all price categories. That level of
consistency in 2000 Bordeaux wine is one of the key hallmarks to a great Bordeaux wine
vintage. The wines are deep, ripe, rich, concentrated, flamboyant and expressive. The
tannins are ripe and round. The wines are built to age, yet their charm allows them to
enjoyed in their relative youth. When the vintage was first offered, consumers were aghast
at the prices being asked.

2000 Bordeaux wine was great from top to bottom. For that reason, 2000 Bordeaux was
expensive the day it was first offered. Yet even though 2000 Bordeaux was the most
expensive vintage ever offered as a future in its day, prices have continued climbing. Here
is your chance to secure a curated lot with some of the best and our generous donors
have done the cellaring for you!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Adam Feinberg, John Gallagher, Joel Kleinman, and Friends of
Heart’s Delight

2000 Bordeaux Lot
estimated value: $2,70016
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A bit of a departure from our regular auction lots but this is the #1 rated Bourbon
Whiskey in the world and impossible to find. This might be the only way to get your hands
on a bottle!

It received a 99 out of 100 rating by the World Spirits Championship. This bourbon is aged
20 years and bottled at 90.4 proof for a wonderfully smooth and rich profile. Pappy Van
Winkle was a true character and like its namesake, this bourbon whiskey is full of
character - quite a remarkable whiskey.

The search for Van Winkle has inspired a song, a blog, an app and a delirious
secondary market.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through Calvert Woodley [not able to ship to: AL, DE,
IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost or
available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Calvert Woodley Fine Wine & Spirits

Pappy Van Winkle Family Reserve 20 year old
estimated value: $2,50017
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98 points from Robert Parker! “A massive wine that is clearly of first-growth quality in this
vintage, the 1982 Gruaud Larose remains a youngster. A broodingly dense, thick,
unctuously textured, inky/plum/garnet/purple... One of the most concentrated wines of
the vintage (as well as one of the most concentrated Bordeaux’s I have ever tasted), it is a
huge, full-bodied, weighty, rich wine whose tannins are getting silkier and silkier. It
appears set for another 30-40 years of life. This behemoth is a singularly profound
example of Gruaud Larose that continues to justify its legendary status. Anticipated
maturity: now-2050.”

Donated by a generous collector and has been stored at 55 °at The Wine Rack and
MacArthur Beverages’ warehouse in Washington DC.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

18 Château Gruaud Larose 1982 - 12 bottles
estimated value: $4,800



Our Heart’s Delight Committee consists of wonderful volunteers who all have an interest
in wine and bring their unique perspectives and experiences to the table. This 29-bottle
lot includes some of their favorite bottles and why they selected them. It is a very special
lot and we are so thankful for their support in so many ways. 

Dan Backer
1 - bottle The Farm Winery ‘The Big Game’ Red 2010
My first taste of Paso Robles, my first bottle from my first wine club, now perfectly aged.
My Kids are why

Gail Bassin
1 - bottle Ruth Red Blend Napa Cuvee by Sean Larkin 2014
This was a special cuvee made for us by famed California vintner Sean Larkin to
commemorate the life and legacy of our matriarch Ruth Bassin.
Family is why

John Brooks
1 - bottle Tantalus Pinot Noir Reserve 2015
Two years ago, we enjoyed a wonderful trip to the Canadian Rockies. While there, we
explored the Okanagan Valley and its wines, which are gaining considerable recognition.
It's a diverse region, with big red wines in the southern part of the Valley and cool climate
wines to the north. We found a number of interesting wines but by far the best were the
pinot noirs and rieslings at Tantalus. We enjoyed them so much we asked the winemaker
where we could find them in the US. The answer? You can't - they sell out in Canada. So,
this bottle I brought back might be your only chance to taste this excellent wine from our
northern neighbor.
Love is why

Erlinda Alexandra Doherty
1 - bottle Barbadillo 'Laura' Moscatel NV
The bottle I donated to the Committee Lot is a rare and delicious example of sherry, a
fortified wine from Jerez, Spain that is often misunderstood. Luscious, rich, dark and
sweet, I love to explore this wine with students and friends so as to impart an
appreciation of an ancient, yet timeless wine-making process. 

Committee Lot
estimated value: $2,46019
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Libby Edwards
1 - bottle Repris Moon Mountain Vineyard Zinfandel
I donated this wine because it is from my favorite winery in Sonoma. They sit at the top of
Moon Mountain, a former hippie commune. They have caves carved into the side of the
mountain and their property stretches to the top. You can see the Golden Gate Bridge
from their Pinot vines! It is a truly remarkable winery and a wonderful visit. Also, they have
a cat that will come sit on your table while you are tasting. That’s a plus for me!!
My Grandfather is why

Adam Feinberg
1 - bottle Dom du Pégau Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Réservée 2005
My wife and I visited Domaine du Pégau during a trip we won at a Heart’s Delight auction.
It was a magical trip and Laurence Feraud made our trip extra special. She also makes
great wine. As Robert Parker put it: “Life is too short not to drink abundant quantities of
Pégau.”
Time Together is why

Kelsey Phelps Finch
1 - bottle Joseph Phelps Insignia 2017
In honor of my Grandfather.
Community is why

Molly Christhilf Finnegan
1 - bottle Château Haut-Bergey 2005

Miranda Franco
1 - bottle Vina VIK La Piu Belle 2011
VIK winery in Chile’s Cachapoal Valley is one of the most visually stunning properties I’ve
ever seen. So, it was not surprising that they have an equally stunning art-inspired wine --
La Piu Belle, which means “the most beautiful.” The wine is a delicious blend of Cabernet
Sauvignon, Carmenere, Cabernet Franc, Merlot, and Syrah. I brought this bottle (and a few
others) back from a trip to VIK in 2018. I think it is a wine worthy of being shared. I hope
you enjoy it!
To raise awareness and resources for the AHA while sharing a love for wine &
living a full life is why

John Gallagher
1 - bottle Clos du Val Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 1996
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Josh Genderson
1 - bottle Bernard Dugat-Py Mazoyeres-Chambertin Grand Cru 2011
Josh picked this red wine because it is light and can pair with a wide variety of foods.
Sweet herbs, licorice, violets, lavender and spices lift from the glass in an electric, nuanced
Burgundy loaded with class. The inclusion of 80% stems gives the Mazoyères a sense of
weightlessness that balances the intensity of the fruit beautifully.

Susan Grais
1 - bottle Silver Oak 2004
Beautiful, balanced wine from an exceptional winery and a personal favorite.
My Brother is why

Diane Gross
1 - bottle Domaine Fourrier Gevrey Chambertin Vieille Vigne 2007
My Dad and Aaron Pitts are why

Caroline Hermann
1 - bottle Philippe Colin Chassagne-Montrachet Les Chenes 2015
Chassagne-Montrachet, a historically renowned Burgundy village, more famous for white,
but with 30% dedicated to finessed + elegant red Pinot Noir. Sustainably farmed, only vines
and 2015 - an extraordinary vintage. Silky texture, baked red fruit, plum and warm spice. 
Family is why

Doug Heye
1 - bottle Alex Gambal Murgers des Dents de Chien, Saint-Aubin Premier
After 20+ years in Burgundy, Alex Gambal, a longtime Heart's Delight supporter, has
moved back to the United States. This premier cru white is one of his final bottlings and a
consistent over-achiever.
Family is why

Philip Kimball
1 - bottle Chateau Giscours 2016
When I was in college many years ago, Addy Bassin arranged for one of his friends in
Bordeaux to host my buddy and me for the day. We were taken to lunch at a white
tablecloth restaurant and visited several châteaux, including Château Giscours - a
wonderful experience that sparked my life-long interest in wine. I’d like to think my
involvement with Heart’s Delight helps repay Addy’s generosity.
Family Is Why
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Conrad Kenley
1 - bottle Peter Michael 'Ma Belle-Fille' Chardonnay 2012
This was once my favorite date wine.
Wine is why

Joel Kleinman
1 - bottle 1997 PlumpJack Cabernet Sauvignon
PlumpJack is a longtime supporter of Hearts Delight. A great cabernet from a great winery
in a great year. And best of all - it’s ready to drink now.

Jamie Miller
1 - bottle Rasa Vineyards Principia Reserve Syrah, Walla Walla Valley 2012
2012 Rasa Principia Reserve Syrah-Rasa vineyards has been turning out impressive wines
since 2007 and this was its first label. I drank this wine at Rasa Vineyards on my first trip to
Walla Walla, WA. The Syrah grapes comes from Les Collines and Seven Hills vineyards. I
went to Les Collines vineyard later in the day and saw this beautiful vineyard at the foot of
the blue mountains and learned that over 40 wineries source from this place. 2012 was a
great vintage for the area and the experts says the wine has aromas of violets, sage, toffee
and black plums.
Family is why

Maureen Nelson
1 - bottle Selbach-Oster Zeltinger Schlossberg Riesling Spätlese 2007
Not the priciest producer in my cellar, Selbach-Oster is probably my favorite among all of
the producers whose wines I own. I’ve been buying and drinking the wines of Selbach-
Oster for well north of 20 years because they are constantly delicious and remain
amazingly affordable despite their beauty. This particular Spatlese is one of my favorites
from S-O, displaying a perfect balance of fruit and acidity to make for terrific drinking now
or 10 years hence.

Eric Platt
1 - bottle Zonte’s Footstep Z-Force Shiraz 2014
This wine from one of favorite producers in all of Australia, Zonte’s Footstep in Mclaren
Vale pays homage to an elite fighting force in the Aussie Military.It’s an amazing wine that
reminds me of my first visit to Australia almost 20 years ago.
The Journey is why

Amy Ray
1 - bottle Remoissenet Père et Fils Chambertin-Clos de Bèze 2008
Burgundy is my heart, and Chambertin Clos de Beze is among Burgundy's top grand crus.
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Pamela Roberto
1 - bottle Mullineux 'Granite' Syrah 2017 Swartland, South Africa
One of my favorite discoveries from a recent trip to South Africa, this old vine Syrah from
female winemaker Andrea Mullineux is part of a range of single terroir wines that are
some of the best coming out of the Swartland. Enjoy!
My Friends are why

Michael Sands
1 - bottle Château d'Yquem 'Y' 2016
I love this wine! I also love that most people don't realize that Yquem makes a dry white so
I love seeing people's reactions when they first try it!
My Kids are why

Jeffrey Schragg
1 - bottle Edge Hill Chardonnay Bacigalupi Vineyard 2012
The Bacigalupi vineyard produces amazing grapes and Edge Hill does the vineyard proud
The Beach is why

Sarah Walsh
1 - bottle Walsh Family Wine Staggerwing Vineyard Tannat 2017
A label that started as a passion project between my husband and I, that has grown into
the business that supports our family. The Tannat is a house favorite, and one of our
most requested to share!

Kristin Welch
1 - bottle Ettore Germano Rosanna Brut Rosé
My Sister is why

David White
1 - bottle Failla "Whistler Vineyard" Pinot Noir 2012
Until 2007, I assumed that wine fanatics were crazy. Sure, I enjoyed wine, but it was simply
a drink. And then, on a visit to Napa Valley, I put my nose in a glass of wine from Failla.
Something clicked. And at that moment, I became obsessed. I promptly dove into the
world of wine, planning trips, taking classes, attending tastings, and reading every wine
publication I could find. This wine hails from the Whistler Vineyard, the northern-most
vineyard site within the Sonoma Coast AVA. 
Champagne is why

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.
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SILENT AUCTION

100 Château Haut-Bailly 2010 - 3L
estimated value: $750

From our friends at Château Haut-Bailly this lovely double magnum from 2010 received
98 points from Robert Parker! “This quintessential example of pure finesse, elegance,
harmony and delicacy is combined into a wine that lingers intensely with near-perfect
poise and character. Haut-Bailly’s ethereal character is virtually unmatched in Bordeaux.
This wine is ripe yet delicate, powerful yet stylish, and essentially resembles a remarkable
fashion design from a house of haute couture.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Haut-Bailly

101 2010 Burgundy Lot
estimated value: $995

Domaine Felettig Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru 2010
Maison Roche de Bellene Nuits St. Georges 1er Cru Les Boudots 2010 
Jérôme Chezeaux Nuits St. Georges 1er Cru Les Pruliers 2010
Louis Jadot Vosne-Romanée 1er Cru Les Beaux Monts 2010
Domaine Bonneau du Martray Corton-Charlemagne Grand Cru 2010
Domaine Armand Rousseau Gevrey-Chambertin 2010
Domaine Joseph Voillot, Volnay 1er Cru Les Fremiets 2010

The 2010 Burgundy vintage is one of the highest-rated of the past 20 years, making it a
popular choice among serious wine collectors. The 2010 Burgundy vintage is one that
collectors will reminisce about for many decades to come. Wines from this vintage are
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finessed, balanced, and graceful, displaying all of the most elegant characteristics of fine
Burgundy wine. Thank you to our wonderful committee for donating these lovely bottles.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Maureen Nelson, Diane Gross and Amy Ray

102 Le Petit Mouton de Mouton Rothschild 2006 - 6 bottles
(in original wooden box)
estimated value: $2,300

“The 2006 Le Petit Mouton is the finest example of this cuvee I have yet tasted. A
combination of 70% Cabernet Sauvignon, 16% Cabernet Franc, and 14% Merlot, its dark
ruby/purple color is followed by a wine with sweet tannins, an up-front, precocious
personality, loads of fruit and exuberance, and a slightly flamboyant style that gives it
considerable sensual appeal. Ever since owner Philippine de Rothschild put Philippe
Dalhuin in charge at Mouton in 2004 there has been a dramatic reduction in the amount
of wine produced under the Mouton Rothschild label. The selection process has been
ratcheted up to the level of other first-growths, and that is reflected in what is clearly the
greatest Mouton produced since 1982 and 1986. As I indicated in my barrel tasting notes,
only 44% of the crop made it into the 2006 grand vin, which is the lowest percentage in
more than fifty years. The final blend includes a high percentage of Cabernet Sauvignon
(87%) and the rest Merlot (13%). No Cabernet Franc was utilized in 2006, and purchasers
will have a long wait until this wine reaches full maturity. Keep in mind that, where well-
stored, the 1986 currently tastes like a 4-5 year old wine, and the 1982 is just beginning to
enter early adolescence. If you extrapolate from that, the 2006 will need at least twenty
years to reach a teen-age status, and probably will not hit its plateau of maturity for three
decades.” - 90 points Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart's Delight  
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103 Somm Slam - Monday October 18th 
estimated value: $150/ticket

“Ever wonder about what your favorite sommelier likes to drink on their own time? We are
excited to offer our third Somm Slam - the first two were so successful and this is
definitely something fun to look forward to! There will be 25 spots available to hang out
with the somms which will work like tickets rather than bidding in the auction. Buy one for
each spot. 

Cork Wine Bar & Market will host this very fun event on Monday, October 18th. Here are
some of the talented wine professionals who have joined in the past and brought a
couple of bottles of one of their favorite wines to share: Diane Gross, Brent Kroll, Max
Kuller, Winn Roberton, Will Moriarty, Chris Coker, Nadine Brown, Sebastian Zutant. We
hope to have some of the same awesome folks plus a few more!

Restrictions: To take place on October 18, 2021 at Cork Wine Bar & Market

Donated by Cork Wine Bar & Market, Diane Gross, Brent Kroll, Max Kuller, Winn
Roberton, Will Moriarty, Chris Coker, Nadine Brown, and Sebastian Zutant

104 2019 George Wine Company Four Magnum Sampler
estimated value: $460

George Ceremonial Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Hansen Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Leras Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Sonoma Coma Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum

George Levkoff had his wine epiphany when a friend brought a 1991 and 1992 Williams
Selyem Rochioli Vineyard Pinot Noir to share at dinner. Four years later, he left his job as a
bond trader on Wall Street and headed west to Sonoma. He interned at Williams Selyem
from 1999 to 2002, learning the winemaking process. He also worked at the smaller
Brogan Cellars which was more closely modeled after the type of winery he hoped to have
for himself. With grapes from David Hirsch of Sonoma Coast’s Hirsch Vineyard, he
released 150 cases of his inaugural Pinot Noirs in 2003 (Block 3A from the Pommard
clone and Block 4A from the Mt. Eden clone). The wines immediately caught the attention 
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of top sommeliers at restaurants in Las Vegas and New York and his Pinot Noir has
become quite a cult wine.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company

105 Wines of Russell Bevan + Zoom Chat with Russell Bevan
estimated value: $2,500

3 - bottles Addax Tench Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
3 - bottles Addax Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 
1 - bottle Institution Houyi Cabernet 2018 
1 - bottle Institution Proprietary Red Blend Napa Valley 2018 
1 - bottle Institution Erba Cabernet 2018 
3 - bottles Addax Proprietary Red 2018

If there is a winemaker in Napa Valley that fits the description “Larger than Life,” it is
Russell Bevan. His personality is only superseded by some of the critical review his wines
have received. Russell Bevan is one of Napa Valley’s most acclaimed winemakers; a
superstar with critics, colleagues and consumers alike. Famed critic, Robert Parker,
regularly praises his wines, providing correspondingly sky-high scores. His wines are
invariably unapologetic, character driven and remarkably tasty. They are made in small
lots, many under 100 cases, and sell out in an instant.
From his dogged pursuit of excellence in viticulture, to resourcefulness in the cellar, and
to legendary property acquisitions, Bevan’s enormous success took years of hard work.
Building his brand from the ground up, Russell Bevan is an extraordinary example of
achieving towering heights in the wine world.
This is your chance to taste through some of his wines, Addax and Institution (which is
new) and then have the opportunity to talk to Russell on a zoom call – we know you will
learn a lot and be entertained!

Restrictions: Wine shipped directly from the wineries. Must be 21 to order. Zoom call on a
mutually agreeable date. 

Donated by Addax Wines, Institution Winery, and Russell Bevan



“Among the tapestry of historic vineyards in Napa Valley, there are a few standout names,
but even fewer sites, if any, involve the rare combination of legendary wine, romance, and
a touch of mystery. Bonny’s Vineyard is such a place. This four-acre vineyard in the
Oakville District is both a special piece of land and a unique part of Napa history. It was
planted in 1974 by Justin Meyer, the winemaker and co-founder of Silver Oak Cellars, as a
gift to his wife, Bonny. Ideally situated in a gravelly spot adjacent to Conn Creek on the
valley floor, Bonny’s Vineyard was responsible for a memorable string of Silver Oak
vintages over the course of two decades. Justin Meyer stopped producing the Bonny's
Vineyard designate after the 1991 vintage. After replanting in 1999, the family has again
decided to make a single vineyard bottling. True to the original, this is 100% Cabernet
Sauvignon aged in 100% American oak barrels for almost 3 full years. The nose exhibits
dark fruit aromas of cherry and plum mingling with cedar and cardamom and a hint of
eucalyptus. The palate is the heart of this wine, with concentrated fruit on the entry and
luscious, silky tannins filling the mouth with an almost endless finish. These are almost
impossible to find - here is your chance!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman
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106 Mini-Vertical Silver Oak Cellars/Meyer Family Cellars
Bonny's Vineyard Cabernet Sauvignon 2012-2014

estimated value: $500
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107 Graham's Vintage Port Lot
estimated value: $230

Graham's Vintage Port 1983 - 2 x 375ml
Graham's Vintage Port 1977 - 2 x 375ml

Robert Parker awarded the 1977 93 points and 92 points for the 1983. “Graham is
another great port house, producing one of the deepest-colored and sweetest styles of
vintage port. Along with Taylor and Fonseca, Graham has probably been the most
consistent producer of great port in the post- World War II era. Their vintage ports are
truly sublime and sumptuous.”

Donated by a generous collector and has been stored at 55 °at The Wine Rack and
MacArthur Beverages’ warehouse in Washington DC.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight 

108 Karl Lawrence Cabernet Sauvignon 2007 - 6L
estimated value: $550 

An Insider’s Wine! This Cabernet Sauvignon is a blend of Morisoli Vineyard in Rutherford,
Herb Lamb Vineyard, just off Howell Mountain, and Beckstoffer-To Kalon Vineyard in
Oakville. It is the unique blending of these three different vineyards and Napa Valley
appellations, that elevates and defines the style of Karl Lawrence Cabernet Sauvignon,
and makes it among the top Cabs for complexity and length.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George
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109 Château Lafon-Rochet 2008 - 6L
estimated value: $230

Basile Tesseron sent along this impressive Imperial (equivalent of 8 bottles) from 2008. It
“exhibits a dark plum/purple color, plenty of firm, rugged, austere tannins, copious red
and black fruits, admirable flavor intensity and medium body.” - Robert Parker
The 2008 reveals a complex and fragrant nose, with scents of red fruits, ripe vine peaches
and subtle notes of spicy black pepper and nutmeg. The wine shows a balanced structure
and wonderful elegance, before offering tannins of great finesse. The finish is generous in
fruit, consistent with the nose. consume before 2025 - winemaker notes

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Lafon-Rochet

110 Celebrating Women Winemakers Around the World!
estimated value: $1,015

Joh. Jos. Prüm Bernkasteler Badstube Riesling Spätlese 2005 (Dr. Katharina Prüm
joined her father as winemaker in 2003)
R. López de Heredia Rioja Gran Reserva Viña Tondonia 1991
Domaine Leroy Bourgogne Rouge 1999 
R. Lopez de Heredia Vina Tondonia 'Vina Cubillo' Crianza 2010
SEPPI Blanc de Blanc 2017 (Kelsey Phelps, Winemaker) 
Paradigm Cabernet Sauvignon 2006 (Heidi Peterson Barrett, Winemaker) 
Château Climens 2014 (Bérénice Lurton)
Leah Jørgensen Cellars Reserve Cabernet Franc 2015 Rogue Valley, OR 
Antica Terra Obelin Pinot Noir 2013 (Winemaker Maggie Harrison found that there
were a few barrels of her 2013 pinot that were distinctive enough that she bottled them
separately as Obelin.)
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Kelley Fox Durant Vineyard Lane Block Chardonnay 2019 (The secret that Kelley Fox
is one of Oregon - and America’s - finest winemakers is getting out. Critics, like Josh
Raynolds of Vinous, are raving. Eric Guido, of New York’s powerhouse Morrell Wine Shop
and Wine Bar wrote: “My only fear is that, as word gets out, will we be able to find the
Kelley Fox wines that we’ve fallen in love with? Time will tell.”)

Pride Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon 2009: Winemaker Sally Johnson earned 96 points
for this big, bold Cabernet Sauvignon: “...super-distinctive and loaded with personality.”
Now peaking.

Day Mamacita! 2020 (No matter how much acclaim 2019 James Beard Award nominee
Brianne Day receives - including the recent 95 points for her chardonnay - it is this
refreshing pet-nat that sells out first every year! It’s a cult classic. This - just released - is
one of her favorite versions.)

Historically, such places as Bordeaux, Chianti, Rioja, and Napa were male bastions, where,
with few exceptions, men owned the wineries, worked the vineyards, ruled the cellars, and
sold the bottles. In the 19th century and through most of the 20th, the death of a spouse
was the way women could take over family wine companies. Trailblazing widows in
Champagne such as Barbe-Nicole Ponsardin (Veuve Clicquot) and Lily Bollinger were
wildly successful, revolutionizing the wines and making the region famous. In the 21st
century, some things have changed but not entirely. For sure, ambitious women today
have taken on top roles, which means there are plenty of their great wines to celebrate in
this lot – enjoy!

Shameless plug on our part, the winner of the lot from the last auction, “really did enjoy
learning about the many different backgrounds of these women, about their vineyards
and their wine. They made for probably my most favorite club wine tasting ever, because
of the stories. Perfect purchase!"

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by John Brooks, Maureen Nelson, Amy Ray, James Gaby, Doug Heye,
Kelsey Phelps, Mr. & Mrs. John Miklos, Five Grapes, and Friends of Heart’s Delight
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111 Château Mouton Rothschild 2003 - 2 bottles
estimated value: $1,100

95 points from Robert Parker and Antonio Galloni, “A heady, exotic wine, the 2003
Mouton Rothschild takes hold of all the senses. The ripeness and exuberance of the year
comes through in spades as this dramatic, opulent wine shows off its radiant personality.
The 2003 can be enjoyed now, but it could also use another few years for the tannins to
soften. Still, the 2003 is pretty hard to resist today. This is an exceptional, deeply satisfying
Mouton endowed with notable richness but also exceptional balance. Hints of toffee,
torrefaction and dark spices are laced into the finish. In 2003 the blend is 76% Cabernet
Sauvignon, 14% Merlot, 8% Cabernet Franc and 2% Petit Verdot, all brought in between a
fairly narrow window of ten days between September 15 and 25.” (AG) (5/2016)

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

112 Palmetto Bluff Getaway
estimated value: $4,500

Enjoy a four day, three night getaway at Montage Palmetto Bluff, the Five Star/Five
Diamond resort in Bluffton, South Carolina. You will stay in one of the Inn’s three-
bedroom and 3.5 bathroom Village Homes with access to all of the Inn’s amenities. You
can book at the exceptional spa, Jack Nicklaus Signature golf course, horseback riding,
eight-court tennis facility, and fabulous gun club. Take a cocktail cruise on the May River,
or kayak through the Low Country salt marshes. Navigate your way through this natural
nirvana – twelve thousand acres brimming with ecological and geographic diversity – or
engage in one of the recreational programs developed exclusively for our members and
guests accompanied by the Palmetto Bluff Conservancy.

If your idea of recreation is simply unscheduled time in a beautiful setting, you will love
the amenities that allow endless opportunities to explore Palmetto Bluff independently.
The Inn is designed in classic Southern Style. Your Village House has vaulted ceilings,



fireplace, handsome bathrooms, and a front porch calling for cocktails as you watch the
sun set on the other side of The Inn lagoon. Whether you’re in the mood for an exquisite
dining experience or a quick bite, The Inn at Palmetto Bluff offers dining choices to satisfy
every culinary whim and desire with preparations that embody the unmistakable Low
Country palate.

Restrictions: Expires May 2022. Excludes certain holidays. Blackout dates may apply. Winner is
considered a “Friend of Owner” and is entitled to all amenities reserved for owners but the cost of
activities are not covered in the package. Certificate will be emailed by Heart’s Delight staff the week
of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman

At Tuckernuck discover classic yet unique apparel and gifts, curated for a fun-filled life.
Want to feel stylish but don’t want to be a slave to fashion? Find the fun in life with a $250
gift card and a pair of Tuckernuck’s Raffia Knot Maris Earrings. Whimsical, lightweight, and
unique- the Knot Maris Earrings are a fun addition to any outfit!

Restrictions: Gift certificate can be redeemed online or when the retail store in Georgetown
reopens. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Tuckernuck 
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113 Tuckernuck $250 Gift Card & Earrings 
estimated value: $330
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114 Veuve Clicquot 2012 - Brut La Grande Dame Kusama edition
estimated value: $400

Celebrating the new vintage, Veuve Clicquot La Grande Dame 2012 the iconic Japanese
artist, Yayoi Kusama, sends a cheerful message to the whole world by imagining a unique,
joyful and colorful creation specifically made for Veuve Clicquot. For this special edition
bottle, Yayoi Kusama adorns the La Grande Dame 2012 case and bottle with her iconic
symbols. The opulent flower symbolizes vital energy, love and celebration of life. The polka
dots, Yayoi Kusama's signature patterns, are reworked like champagne bubbles to
embody La Grande Dame 2012.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th. 

Donated by Gail Bassin and MacArthur Beverages  

115 Four Seasons Punta Mita 
estimated value: $1,900

Your escape starts here - open your soul to the heart of Mexico and enjoy two nights in
an ‘Ocean Casita’ in Punta Mita. With a prime location on the Pacific coast, the resort
celebrates the rich culture of Mexico one epic sunset at a time. Breathe in the ocean-air
from the terrace of their Mexican casitas with views of the ocean and panorama of the
beautiful grounds. Choose between two secluded beaches and 3 different pools. Whether
you choose land or sea, Punta Mita offers something for everyone. Focus on wellness with
yoga on the beach, take a romantic sunset cruise, explore the land by horseback, or
immerse yourself in local cuisine. The “mi-casa, su-casa” attitude of the Four Seasons
Punta Mita invites you to feel the true spirit of Mexican hospitality.

Restrictions: Valid until May 6, 2022. Holidays excluded and based on availability. Some other
blackout dates may apply. Certificate is subject to availability of complimentary room nights
assigned by the hotel for specific dates. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee
will be added to the final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington office.

Donated by Four Seasons Punta Mita
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116 Rhys Vineyards Pair of 2018 Pinot Noir Magnums
estimated value: $420

1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Alpine Vineyard Pinot Noir 2018
1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Bearwallow Vineyard Pinot Noir 2018

Antonio Galloni writes that Rhys’ “2018s are just off the charts brilliant” and “the finest
wines I have ever tasted from Rhys. The 2018 Pinot Noirs are without question the finest
wines I have ever tasted from Rhys. One after the other, the 2018s are just off the charts
brilliant, as saw in two separate tastings this past summer. The long, benign growing
season with healthy rain and no shock events gave proprietor Kevin Harvey and
winemaker Jeff Brinkman ideal conditions to really capture the essence of site. And that’s
what these wines are all about. The essence of place. Two thousand eighteen is the
perfect vintage to explore the vineyards in the Rhys range, as the wines are so precise, so
defined. In some ways, the 2018s have suaveness to them that recalls the 2012s, but the
2018s have darker fruit and more energy. The Pinots spent 18-21 days on the skins,
including a few days of cold soak.” - Antonio Galloni, Vinous

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Maureen Nelson

117 2015 Next of Kyn Box Set
estimated value: $1,950

1 - Magnum Next of Kyn Cumulus Vineyard No. 9 
2 - bottles Next of Kyn Cumulus Vineyard No. 9 
1 - bottle Next of Kyn Número Um Touriga Nacional 2015

99 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate for the Next of Kyn Cumulus Vineyard No.
9, “Deep garnet-purple, the nose unabashedly struts its stuff, giving up flamboyant plum
preserves, blackberry compote, Black Forest cake and star anise notes with hints of 
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Sichuan pepper, forest floor, lavender, lilacs, Ceylon tea and smoked meats. Big,
concentrated and full-bodied, this rockstar is a powerhouse of energy, supported by a
rock solid, firm and super plush tannins and finely knit freshness, finishing very long.
Tantalizingly delicious now, patience will be rewarded here.” Next of Kyn was introduced
by the talented Manfred and Elaine Krankl in 2007 as a completely separate operation
from his Sine Qua Non wines. Next of Kyn wines are sourced from their Cumulus Vineyard
that is planted around their estate in Oakview. Each Next of Kyn release are sold in box
set which contains three 750ml and one magnum. Production is extremely low, so getting
your hands on these phenomenal bottles could be tough, but today is your lucky day!

95 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate for the 2015 Touriga Nacional Cumulus
Vineyard Número Um, which is “Manfred Krankl's inaugural Touriga Nacional from his
Cumulus Vineyard in Oak View. Unfurling in the glass with notes of clove, dark cherry,
cherry pit, sweet spices and blackberries, it's a full-bodied, layered wine with a velvety
attack, considerable concentration and a deep, even massive mid-palate, concluding with
a youthfully chewy finish.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George

118 Longchamp Polarized UV Lenses Sunglasses
estimated value: $225

Each style of the Longchamp Eyewear collection embodies the brand’s characteristic
French elegance while honoring its heritage and traditions of excellence. It is the ideal
choice for a woman with a confident and feminine attitude.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Dr. Stan Appelbaum and Mrs. Barbara Bassin
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119 Carruades de Lafite 2000 - 2 bottles 
estimated value: $500

“A brilliant second wine, the 2000 Carruades de Lafite (51.4% Cabernet Sauvignon, 42.3%
Merlot, 4.9% Cabernet Franc, and 1.4% Petit Verdot), aged in 10-15% new French oak,
shows wonderfully sweet lead pencil shavings intermixed with an elegant black cherry and
cassis nose. A wine of tremendous purity, medium body, and the tell-tale Lafite elegance,
this is a gorgeous wine.” 90 points – Robert Parker
“The purity of fruit is so enticing here with strawberries, flowers, lavender and currants.
Black earth, too. Some stone and cement. It’s full-bodied with firm, fine tannins. It shows
so much cabernet sauvignon character.” James Suckling (95-96)

Donated by a generous collector and has been stored at 55 °at The Wine Rack and
MacArthur Beverages’ warehouse in Washington DC.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight 

120 1985 Joseph Phelps Collection
estimated value: $1,500

1 - bottle 1985 Joseph Phelps Insignia
1 - bottle 1985 Joseph Phelps Cabernet, Napa Valley 
1 - bottle 1985 Joseph Phelps Cabernet, Backus Vineyard 
1 - bottle 1985 Joseph Phelps Cabernet, Eisele Vineyard 
1 - bottle Eisele 1985 Cabernet, from the Vineyards of Barbara and Milt Eisele 
Casual Terrace Tasting for up to 6 guests at Joseph Phelps Vineyards

This lot showcases the entire range of Cabernets produced by Joseph Phelps in 1985,
featuring a Joseph Phelps bottling from the famed Eisele Vineyard. These wines are from
Joe Phelps' personal collection, meticulously stored and passed down to his
granddaughter Kelsey Phelps. Included in this special collection is a very rare bottle of 
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1985 Cabernet from the Vineyards of Barbara and Milt Eisele, the Eisele family's own
small-release bottling, given to Joe Phelps as a gift. These wines represent a special piece
of Napa Valley history, from a bygone era small-town collaboration in a now world-famous
wine region.

Then next time you are in Napa, you can bring this story and the wines to life with a visit
and tasting at Joseph Phelps Vineyards Guest Center.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly to the winner and not able to deliver to all states.
Expires: May 31, 2022. Black-out Dates include: New Year's Day, Second Weekend in May (Fri-Sun),
Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Eve, and Christmas Day.

Donated by Kelsey Phelps Finch and Joseph Phelps Vineyards

121 Brunelleschi Hotel - 2 Night Stay 
estimated value: $875

Stay in the heart of Florence and quickly get to know its historical roots with a 2-night stay
at Brunelleschi Hotel. This historic hotel is located where the church of San Michele once
stood and the district where the hotel is located was once owned by Filippo Brunelleschi,
hence the hotel’s name. The Hotel Brunelleschi is literally in the shadow of the dome of
Santa Maria del Fiore, designed by Brunelleschi himself. The hotel incorporates a
Byzantine tower and a medieval church in its façade; a private museum and part of a
Roman bath in its foundations; and several historical buildings. Hotel Brunelleschi is
nestled in a quiet area of Florence but is close to Piazza Duomo, Piazza della Signoria,
museums, shopping areas and the most popular monuments. Don’t forget to admire
Michelangelo’s coveted statue of David!

Restrictions: Valid during November, December 2021 and January, February, March, August,
November, and December 2022. Subject to availability and always on request. Not valid during fairs
and festivities. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Brunelleschi Hotel



100 points Robert Parker! “It goes from strength to strength, and it is not surprising that it
is now one of the perfect wines of this great, great vintage the finest vintage of Bordeaux
that I have tasted in 37 years covering that epicenter for world-class quality in wine. Much
of it is attributable to winemaker Véronique Sanders and her boss, Robert Wilmers. Their
incredibly draconian selection process and their enormous investments in both the
viticulture and the estate as well as the winemaking facility have paid off brilliantly over the
last decade. The 2009, which has an opaque ruby/purple color, an extraordinary nose of
high-quality unsmoked cigar tobacco, graphite, blackcurrants and spice, hits the palate
with a medium to full-bodied, saturated and rich mouthfeel, but an elegant and ethereal
quality that is difficult to articulate. It is rich, complex and tastes as if it were the vinous
equivalent of a remarkable haute couture creation from the late Coco Chanel. It is full-
bodied yet elegant, powerful yet delicate, and remarkably velvety-textured, sumptuous
and loaded with upside potential. It can be approached now, as most 2009s tend to be,
given their richness of fruit, low acidity and extraordinary concentration, but the great
complexity that will emerge from this fabulous terroir is at least a decade away, and this
wine is set for 50 or more years of longevity. Kudos to Haut-Bailly!”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George
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122 Château Haut-Bailly 2009 - 1 Perfect Bottle!
estimated value: $250
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123 Château Mouton Rothschild 1995 Framed Label 
estimated value: $150

Baron Philippe de Rothschild came up with the idea of having each year's Château
Mouton Rothschild label designed by a famous artist of the day. In 1946, this became a
permanent and significant aspect of the Mouton image with labels created by some of the
world's great painters and sculptors. The 1995 Artist Label is an abstract work in black
and wine-red by painter Antoni Tàpies graces the label of Château Mouton-Rothschild
1995. Tàpies, 74, is the third Spanish painter in the artist label series that began at
Mouton in 1945, following Salvador Dali (1958) and Joan Miró (1969).

Frame is 15.5“ wide and 19” high. The label replica is approx. 10.5” x 14” with an abt. 2”
mat. The frame is approx. ½“ wide, in antique gold.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$10 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Susan & Manfred Arnold

124 Opus One 2007 - 1 bottle
estimated value: $400 

Robert Parker gave the 2007 Opus One 95 points, “This is a sensational Opus One, with
sweet tannin and impressive precision and depth. It can be drunk now or cellared for 25+
years…A wine that may approach the prototypically perfect idea of what Opus One wants
to be is the 2007. Production was down by at least 20%, and the result is a wine with
extraordinary concentration of creme de cassis intermixed with licorice, cedarwood, and
spice box. It reveals dazzling purity of fruit on the attack and mid-palate, builds to a full-
bodied, sumptuous mouthfeel, and closes with a long, 50+ second finish. This 2007 has
the potential to be the finest Opus One ever made since the first vintage in 1979.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Opus One
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125 Cuzen Matcha Maker
estimated value: $370 

Cuzen Matcha combines shade-grown organic Japanese tea leaves and award-winning
technology in a beautifully designed package. It’s authentic matcha reimagined for the
modern world. This starter kit includes: (1) Matcha Maker (2) 1 x Premium Matcha Leaf  
 (3) 2 x Signature Matcha Leaf (4) Whisking Cup and an (5) Adapter. It was designed in
Northern California and engineered in Japan and just the right size: Height: 13.4" Width:
8.7" Depth: 4.7" Weight: 4.6 lb.

Cuzen Matcha is an award-winning at-home matcha system that makes a shot of freshly
ground matcha from organic shade-grown tea leaves with the touch of a button, which is
then added to milk for a matcha latte, hot water for matcha americano, or consumed
straight. The freshly ground matcha has a smooth, balanced flavor, sustains more
antioxidants and gives the drinker a mellow, focused energy that lasts; it's a healthier
alternative to coffee. After use, nothing left like coffee grounds nor it doesn’t come with a
wasteful plastic pod system like many coffee machines. This system comes with
everything you need to make freshly ground matcha at home!

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$15 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Cuzen Matcha 

126 Atomos Wine Innovative Story
estimated value: $1,870

2 - Atomos red - 1L
2 - Atomos white wine - 1L

The first wine in the World destemmed by unique Atomos Three-Finger process. Derived
from 100% pure variety, up to 65 years of age, Atomos is the first wine in the world to be
entirely manually-destemmed. This wine is coming directly from Italy and is a very unique
opportunity to try!
Atomos originates from Abruzzo, one of the most blessed and fertile regions of Italy.
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Ranging from the Adriatic coastline to the highest peaks of the famed Apennines, Abruzzo
embraces an astonishing biodiversity. Each and every berry, one by one, is being
meticulously destemmed using their three fingers only and without any mechanical
means. Through this time-consuming process only the best berries are being selected. It
provides an exceptional palette of flavours and due to its acidity and tannins, it is meant
to last over 30 years. Grapes are meticulously selected, one by one, undivided, creating
the stunning “multidirectional” flavor you experience in every bottle. Every Atomos wine
bottle is rigorously stored at 14-17° C in order to achieve absolute preservation. A true
object of desire, a pleasure asset for the future.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Atomos Wine, in honor of my grandfather Mariano a great innovator who
inspired me.

127 Château Calon Ségur 1995 - 12 bottles (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $2,300

We don’t just love this lot because of the heart on the label, it is a tremendous lot and we
aren’t the only ones who think so … 97 points from James Suckling, “I always loved this
wine from the first time I tasted it in 1998. It has such purity and power yet it's reserved
and beautiful. It's one of the best Calons ever.”

95 points from the Wine Spectator and 94 points from The Wine Advocate’s Neal Martin,
“The 1995 Calon-Segur was the vintage that raised the profile of this estate and heralded
the start of the late Mme Gasqueton's era. At 20 years of age, it shows no signs of
reaching the end of its plateau. Far from it. It has an endearing bouquet that still seems
youthful: brambly red fruit, asphalt and a light marine influence. Allowing the wine to
open, there is a subtle winegum scent. The palate is medium-bodied with supple tannin,
impressive depth and backbone, the second half having mellowed in recent years,
rendering this approachable; hints of secondary truffle and smoke notes emerging with
aeration. It has been several years since I last tasted this wine, but it is one that seems to 
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become more and more impressive with age. Robert Parker rightly lauded this Calon-
Ségur at the time of release. Twenty years on, it is fulfilling all its promise.”

Donated by a generous collector and has been stored at 55 °at The Wine Rack and
MacArthur Beverages’ warehouse in Washington DC.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

128 Rhys Vineyards Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Pair of 2017 Magnums
estimated value: $400

1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Chardonnay 2017
1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Mt. Pajaro Vineyard Pinot Noir 2017

93 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate for the Pinot, “This is the first vintage of a
Mt. Pajaro vineyard designate Pinot Noir - previously this fruit was blended into the Alesia
bottling. This vintage the fruit was picked before the heat spike. Pale to medium ruby-
purple, the 2017 Pinot Noir Mt. Pajaro Vineyard opens with cinnamon, dried orange peel,
potpourri, dusty earth and pipe tobacco with a spicy vein over licorice, wild blackberries
and soft red berry hints. The palate is light to medium-bodied and silky with intense, spicy
fruits, juicy acidity and a grainy frame, finishing long and spicy.”

The Chardonnay received 92 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, “The Mt. Pajaro
vineyard was planted in 2010, and the 2017 Chardonnay Mt. Pajaro Vineyard marks the
first time Rhys has bottled this as a single vineyard designate. The Mt. Pajaro opens with
delicate notions of orange blossom, warm hay, spring honey, pie crust and hints of baking
spice with loads of ripe orchard and peachy fruit at the core, plus stone and creamy
notions. Light to medium-bodied, it's intense, lively and minerally in the mouth with juicy
acidity and a long, refreshing finish.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Maureen Nelson
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129 2015 Domaine de Chevalier - 1 rouge & 1 blanc
estimated value: $200

95+ points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, “The 2015 Domaine de Chevalier is a
blend of 65% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 5% Petit Verdot picked from 23
September until 15 October at just 35 hl/ha, matured in 35% new oak. It has a
sophisticated bouquet that is more reserved than its peers. It possesses one of the most
precise, detailed aromatic profiles that I have encountered from this estate, wonderfully
poised with black fruit, incense and cold stone. It has wonderful focus and class. The
palate is medium-bodied with very fine tannin, very complex with lightly peppered black
fruit. What marks this Domaine de Chevalier is the reserve and precision on the finish, a
wine that is holding something back for its secondary evolution, a salinity that beckons
you back for another sip. What a fabulous, intellectual wine from Olivier Bernard. Expect
four decades of drinking pleasure - probably more - given my experience of ancient
vintages.”

The white also receives 95 points from the Wine Advocate, “The 2015 Domaine de
Chevalier Blanc, which is matured in around 40% new oak, has a refined bouquet with
gooseberry, lime, almond and grapefruit aromas, the oak neatly interwoven, gradually
unfolding in the glass yet remaining focused. The palate has an almost flinty opening, very
edgy but not shrill, a tensile and linear Domaine de Chevalier Blanc that is driven by the
acidity, touches of crustacea coming through on the energetic finish. There is a twist of
sour lemon and chalk popping up on the aftertaste. This is a great, intellectual,
comparatively more reserved white from Olivier Bernard.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Domaine de Chevalier
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130 Hôtel Prince de Galles in Paris - 2 Night Stay
estimated value: $1,500

Prince de Galles, legendary jewel of the Parisian Art Deco movement, is a 5-star hotel in
the Luxury Collection. Since its inception in 1928, the Prince de Galles has stood out as a
beacon of sophistication and grace in Paris. Enjoy two-night stay in an Art Deco room for
two! The Prince de Galles is within walking distance of historical landmarks, including the
Arc de Triomphe and the Champs-Elysées, and is located in the heart of Paris on Avenue
George V. Experience the most beautiful avenue of the "City of Lights" and the exclusive
local boutiques such as Dior, Cartier, Louis Vuitton, Channel or Bulgari while discovering
the exceptional treasures of Paris.

Restrictions: Expires December 20, 2022. Subject to availability. Validation needed by
management team. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to
the final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Hôtel Prince de Galles

131 Aubert CIX Vineyard Chardonnay 2014, Signed - 3L 
(in original wooden box)
estimated value: $950

99 points from Robert Parker! “the virtually perfect 2014 Chardonnay Cix Estate, planted
with a Montrachet clone on Goldridge soils, again exhibits amazing intensity, notes of wet
gravel interwoven with apple blossom, caramelized citrus, apricot, white peach and
honeysuckle. It is full-bodied, multidimensional and a profound glass of Chardonnay. Mark
Aubert continues to set the bar incredibly high for the world-class quality of his
Burgundian-styled, remarkable Chardonnays, which come from relatively cool sites spread
from Rutherford in Napa Valley to the far reaches of the Sonoma Coast. As I indicated last
year, Aubert is at the top of his game, and it is hard to believe any Chardonnay winemaker
in the world is turning out a half-dozen Chardonnays at this qualitative level year in and
year out.”

2018 is the first year that Aubert offered their wine in 3-liter format for purchase and
thanks to this generous collector we are lucky enough to be able to offer it to you. It also
comes in a custom, branded cedar box and is signed by Mark Aubert.
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132 Sea Smoke Pinot Noir 2016 Duo
estimated value: $235

1 - bottle Sea Smoke Southing Pinot Noir 2016
1 - bottle Sea Smoke Ten Pinot Noir 2016

Has there been another producer of Pinot Noir in California that has caused as much
buzz among Pinot enthusiasts? The emphasis here is on meticulous management of the
vineyards using a combination of cutting-edge technology and a highly skilled vineyard
team.

The Southing received 94 points from Vinous, “The 2016 Pinot Noir Southing is terrific.
Finely cut and bright, with soaring floral and citrus overtones, the Southing offers a
beguiling mix of deep fruit and aromatic intensity. Sweet red cherry, blood orange, mint
and rose petal are all finely cut in a precise, mid-weight Pinot of real distinction. This is
such a pretty wine.”

The Ten Santa Rita Hills received 93 points from Vinous, “Sea Smoke's 2016 Pinot Noir Ten
is rich, boisterous and inviting from the very first taste. A wine of real immediacy and
impact, the Ten has so much to offer. Black cherry, plum, hard candy, lavender, sweet
spice and new oak are front and center in this lush, beautifully persistent Pinot Noir from
Sea Smoke. The Ten will appeal most to readers who appreciate lush Pinots. There is
certainly plenty to like here, that much is obvious.” (AG)

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages
[not able to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA,
VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at
our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George
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133 Aile d’Argent Blanc du Château Mouton Rothschild 2015
2 bottles
estimated value: $200 

Renewing an ancestral tradition in the Médoc, in the early 1980’s Philippine de Rothschild
decided to plant a few acres of the vineyard with white grape varieties. They have created
a rich, complex and elegant wine that is produced in very limited quantities. “Blended of
55% Sauvignon Blanc, 43% Sémillon and 2% Muscadelle, the 2015 Aile d’Argent charges
forth from the glass with gregarious ripe peach, pink grapefruit and orange blossom notes
plus touches of beeswax, fresh hay, acacia honey, baking bread and allspice. Medium-
bodied, the palate is tightly wound and satiny textured with wonderful freshness defining
the palate and lifting the intense stone fruit and savory layers, finishing very long and very
minerally.” 93 points Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

134 Magnum Massican Napa Valley Sauvignon Blanc 2019
estimated value: $70 

Massican is a phenomenon - the winery’s doing no less than redefining Napa white wine,
and the 2019 Sauvignon Blanc is one of the most clean, crisp, and characterful bottlings
we’ve seen in California. It’s the latest edition of a wine that spent years as a by-the-glass
selection at The French Laundry, and has been on the Michelin three-star restaurant’s list
for ten out of twelve vintages.  Dan Petroski produced this deliciously dry wine inspired by
acid-driven Sauvignon Blancs of Friuli. Winemakers all over Napa serve Massican whites,
and a pantheon of vintners can be spotted picking up their allocations at Dan’s house.
Ripe, intense, and fresh, this juicy SB is perfect for sipping on the patio after a long day at
work. Pair with fresh goat cheese and Mediterranean-inspired mezze.

Restrictions: Wine will be signed and shipped directly from Massican Winery. Must be 21 to order.
Not able to deliver to all states.

Donated by Massican Winery
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135 Domaine A.F. Gros Richebourg Grand Cru 2002 - 2 bottles
estimated value: $1,200

“the Richebourg parcel now totals .6 ha after it was combined with the vines that formerly
belonged to Michel Gros, which he agreed to exchange so that he could keep the Vosne
1er Clos de Réas as a monopole of Domaine Michel Gros. The Richebourg vines have
been replanted 3 times and they are now 15, 25 and 70 years of age A very floral, pure
and classy nose leads to powerful and much more elegant and detailed flavors that are
structured yet well buffered with a very long finish. A really lovely effort that is perhaps the
best vintage for this wine in some time.” 90-93 points Allen Meadows - Burghound

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Amy Ray 

136 Mature Reds with Style and Elegance - 12 bottles
estimated value: $1,300

Cantenac Brown 1967
Beaulieu Vineyard Napa Burgundy 1968
Ormes de Pez 1970
Chateau Coufran 1973
Sonoma Vineyards Aiexander's Crown Cabernet Sauvignon 1974
Roddis Cellar Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon 1981
Château Andron Blanquet 1982
Chateau Garraud 1982
Albert Morot Les Cents Vignes Beaune 1er Cru 1983
Carbonnieux Rouge 1993
Monbousquet 1993
Moulin Pey-Labrie 1993
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Sometimes the hardest part of collecting is waiting until the wines are ready to drink. Our
friends at Schneider’s of Capitol Hill have curated a lovely collection of 12 bottles from the
70’s, 80’s and 90’s for you. With their 70 years in business they know what they are doing
and have pulled some of their favorites to share with you. This would be an amazing
dinner party or perfect for your next tasting event!

Restrictions: Must be 21 or older to order. Available to pick up from Schneider’s of Capitol Hill in
DC, free shipping in DC. Additional shipping fee outside of the DC area will be added to final cost.
Not able to ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT.

Donated by Schneider’s of Capitol Hill

137 Château Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande 2018
2 bottles
estimated value: $400

“The 2018 Pichon-Longueville Comtesse de Lalande dazzles from the very first taste. A
heady concoction of inky dark fruit, graphite, new leather, licorice, lavender, spice and
grilled herbs soars out of the glass. The 2018 is rich and expansive yet retains a super-
classic vertical feel. Plush, silky tannins add to its immeasurable pedigree. I would
cellar the 2018 for a decade or so, if patience permits. It's a stellar wine in the making.
97+ points - Antonio Galloni of Vinous

While visiting Bordeaux in 2018, Gail and Barbara Bassin actually helped harvest a parcel
of Cabernet for this very wine! We have photos and video to prove it 😊

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Gail Bassin and MacArthur Beverages
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138 Beaux Frères Ribbon Ridge Pinot Noir Magnums
estimated value: $300

Beaux Frères Pinot Noir The Beaux Frères Vineyard 2006, Ribbon Ridge - Magnum
Beaux Frères Pinot Noir The Beaux Frères Vineyard 2005, Ribbon Ridge - Magnum

The Beaux Freres estate property, an old pig farm, is 24 acres of tightly-spaced, low-
yielding vines on the steep slopes of Ribbon Ridge in Northern Willamette Valley.
Winemaking philosophy and technique follow a commitment to minimal intervention, with
native yeast fermentations and only one racking prior to bottling. All the wines are unfined
and unfiltered. The wine remains in French oak for a period of 10-12 months, in varying
proportions of new wood depending on the strength of the vintage. Because of the
"reductive" winemaking style, which keeps the wine away from oxygen as much as
possible, Beaux Freres Pinots are made for bottle age. The end result is a true expression
of prime Willamette terroir.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Susan and Manfred Arnold

139 iKettle Original Smart Kettle with Wi-Fi & Voice Activated
estimated value: $130

The iKettle Original 3rd Generation is a kitchen essential with lots of clever features such
as 'Wake Up' and 'Home' modes. Controlling through the Smarter app the iKettle will
improve your routine and control the water for your coffee or tea with smart precision.
Connect your smart kettle with other smart home devices using IFTTT and Amazon Alexa.  
The iKettle is designed to be simple and convenient delivering the perfect brew each and
every time directly from your phone.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$10 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Smarter
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140 2016 Occidental-Kistler Vineyards Trio
estimated value: $320

1 - bottle Occidental-Kistler Vineyards Running Fence Vineyard Cuvée Catherine
Pinot Noir 2016
1 - bottle Occidental-Kistler Vineyards Bodega Headlands Vineyard Cuvée Elizabeth
Pinot Noir 2016
1 - bottle Occidental-Kistler Vineyards Occidental Station Vineyard Pinot Noir 2016

This project was started in 2011 as a spin-off from Kistler Vineyards by winemaker Steve
Kistler. While everyone knows of Steve Kistler’s remarkable chardonnays, I believe his pinot
noir will ultimately prove even more historic.” - Robert Parker

These wines received 98, 97 and 96 points respectively from Jeb Dunnuck. “The 2016 Pinot
Noir Bodega Headlands Vineyard Cuvée Elizabeth is another more elegant, almost perfect
wine from this estate. Thrilling notes of smoked red cherries, earth, forest floor, and
graphite all give way to a medium-bodied, vibrant, racy wine that has flawless balance,
crunchy, vibrant fruit, notable tannins, and a great finish. This is another awesome wine that
will benefit from a year or two of bottle age and keep for a decade.” 98 points - J. Dunnuck

“Coming from the oldest block just outside the estate (although these are all relatively young
vines), the 2016 Pinot Noir Running Fence Vineyard Cuvee Catherine is the first vintage for
this cuvée and it's a barrel selection made in the winery. Awesome notes of black and blue
fruits, crushed flowers, violets, and hints of charcoal give way to a medium to full-bodied,
concentrated, thrillingly textured Pinot Noir that does everything right. As with all these
2017s, it’s vibrant and elegant, yet has terrific concentration, good mid-palate depth, and a
great finish.” 97 points - J. Dunnuck

“The 2016 Pinot Noir Occidental Station Vineyard is a more rounded, mouthfilling effort
compared to the other cuvées (it also sees a touch of whole cluster) and is medium to full-
bodied, beautifully textured, and layered, with classic notes of forest floor, flowery spice, earth,
and sweet black raspberry fruit. It has a wonderful finish, the purity of fruit that's common
from this address, and the class to evolve for 10-15 years or more.” 96 points - J. Dunnuck

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman



This is a lovely donation from a longtime generous supporter of Heart’s Delight whom we
all miss dearly, J.D. Murphy. And those of you who knew J.D. will also know how well these
bottles were cared for and cellared.

Pierre Rovani from The Wine Advocate gave these 92 points, “Aromatically, the 2002
Bienvenue-Batard-Montrachet offers spiced minerals and anise. Gorgeously well-
balanced, this is a big, plush, expansive wine with loads of sappy mineral flavors. Light to
medium-bodied and possessing an impressively long, flavorful finish, it is concentrated
and harmonious. I have only good things to say about 2002. It is the fourth in a series of
good vintages, starting with the 1999s. There was no rot, great maturity, and excellent
balance to add backbone,” said Gerard Boudot, Sauzet’s winemaker.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Mrs. Murphy
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141 Etienne Sauzet Bienvenues-Batard-Montrachet Grand Cru 2002
2 bottles
estimated value: $1,100
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143 George Hansen Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 2 Magnums
estimated value: $240

George Wine Company is sold on a first come/first served basis with preference given to
past customers - so get your hands on these 2 magnums. Only 210 cases were made of
this wine by Heart’s Delight favorite one-man-show George Levkoff. George’s Pinot Noirs
grace the wine lists of nearly 100 top restaurants in both Las Vegas and California. This is
a testament to the power of these beautiful wines.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company

Our friends at Château Lascombes kindly offered a couple of bottles that we were hoping
to enjoy during the 2020 event for this exciting auction! The 2000 vintage is an iconic one
and here is your chance to have the wine directly from the chateau - with the cellaring
done for you!

Château Lascombes is a long-aging wine. It is concentrated and powerful, tannic, with all
the elegance and finesse of the great Margaux wines. Robert Parker writes "The first
superb Lascombes in nearly 35 years, this generous, deep ruby/purple-colored 2000…
offers plenty of perfumed, smoky licorice, black currant, and cherry fruit in a medium-
bodied, long, concentrated style with no hard edges… it is clearly the finest wine made at
this estate since their classic 1966 and 1970." 90 points

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Lascombes

142 Château Lascombes 2000 - 2 bottles
estimated value: $200
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144 Château Clerc-Milon 2000 - 6L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $1,300

From our friends at Clerc-Milon this impressive Imperial contains the equivalent of 8
regular bottles. “A beautiful wine and one of my favorites from this estate, this blend of
nearly two-thirds Cabernet Sauvignon and one-third Merlot is aging impressively. Dense
ruby/purple in color, with creme de cassis, charcoal, and sweet leathery and chocolatey
notes intermixed with the classic Pauillac cedar and spice box, the wine is medium to full-
bodied, fleshy, with sweet tannin and a long finish. 92 points” - Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Clerc Milon

145 Château Cheval Blanc 'Le Petit Cheval' 2010 
(in original wooden box)
estimated value: $1,650

“The best second wine I have ever tasted from Cheval Blanc is the 2010 Le Petit Cheval.
This wine is essentially three-fourths Merlot and the rest Cabernet Franc. Rivaling the
brilliant 2009, thirty percent of the production from this monstrously sized estate made it
into this wine, which offers up plenty of white chocolate, cassis and mulberry as well as a
hint of roasted herbs. With fleshy, round flavors, full-bodied texture and an amazing finish,
this is no second wine, and considerably better than some of the Cheval Blancs of the
1960s and 1970s! Drink it over the next 15 or so years.” 93 points - Robert Parker

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart's Delight



Almaviva is a château concept winery, established by Baron Philippe de Rothschild and
Viña Concha y Toro. One Bordeaux blend is released annually, offering the best of two
worlds: Chilean terroir interlaced with French winemaking tradition. The result is an
exceptionally elegant and complex wine. Two incredible cultures have joined hands to
offer the world a promise of excellence and pleasure.

The 2011 Almaviva received 93 points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, “from a cool,
dry vintage, is a blend of Cabernet Sauvignon, Carmenere, Cabernet Franc and Petit Verdot
which feels young, fresh, serious and quite classical-styled …. It has a special brightness
and light, starting to slowly develop some complexity. The palate is concentrated, medium
to full-bodied with ripe, round tannins, no edges, good concentration and weight. It’s still a
baby, a little marked by the oak, but with enough density and freshness to come into
greater balance. It should grow up slowly and live a long life. Today I see this 2011 slightly
above the 2010, slightly more complex. Drink 2016-2029.”

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from Almaviva Winery. Must be 21 to order. Not able to
deliver to all states.

Donated by Almaviva Winery
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146 Almaviva 2011 - 3L (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $850
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147 Fairmont Monte Carlo - 2-night stay
estimated value: $800

Who is ready to travel? How about Monte Carlo? The Fairmont Monte Carlo is a unique
luxury resort located in the heart of Monaco, between the Mediterranean Sea and the
legendary Monte-Carlo Casino. The Fairmont Monte Carlo is one of the largest resorts
with gracious service and lavish touches that will make your vacation relaxing and
memorable. Stay in a Deluxe Sea View room for two nights, including breakfast, and
experience the boutiques on the Golden Circle, stroll along the footbridges, see a show at
The Opera de Monte Carlo or try your luck at The Monte Carlo Casino. Less than two
square kilometers in size, Monaco is one of the most attractive little stretch of land on the
planet - don’t miss your chance to see it yourself!

Restrictions: Certificate expires May 6, 2022. Subject to availability and black-out periods. Not valid
for Grand Prix Electrique, Grand Prix F1, July & August, Insurers Rendez-vous, Monaco Yacht Show,
Christmas and New Year’s Eve, Monaco Rolex Masters, and Grand Prix Historique. All travelers
required to present a negative RT-PCR virological test result, done in 72 hours before your arrival.
Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or
available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Fairmont Monte Carlo

148 Anderson’s Conn Valley Vineyards Éloge 2005 - 6 bottles
estimated value: $460

96 points from Robert Parker! “The 2005 Eloge is a staggering wine that is utterly
profound. Its extraordinary aromas of incense, cedar wood, creme de cassis, kirsch, spice
box, and gamey smokiness as well as forest floor make for one of the most complex wines
I smelled over the two weeks I spent in Napa. Full-bodied flavors are followed by a wine
with sweet tannins, beautifully deep, concentrated layered fruit flavors, and a long, heady
finish. This is gorgeous stuff.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George
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149 Favor Barware Package
estimated value: $715

This package includes a beautiful black leather ice bucket with hand-stitched detailing,
paired with matching leather ice tongs from Sol & Luna, a Spanish manufacturer
internationally known for its leatherwork. It also includes a green marble wine cooler
made from high-end marble sourced from the Aegean coast and the Turkish countryside
and cut and polished by hand. This lot also includes a nickel-plated bottle coaster with
coin-edge detailing and also a linen runner featuring whimsical wine tasting notes. You
are sure to impress for your next cocktail party!

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$15 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Favor

150 2014 Le Carillon d'Angélus - 12 bottles (in original wooden box)
estimated value: $1,500

The 2014 Le Carillon de d'Angélus -Château Angélus Second Wine- is 70% Merlot and 30%
Cabernet Franc. The nose reveals subtle toasted notes, well-blended with ripe fruits.
Following a supple attack, the palate evolves into a smoother structure supported by tight
tannins. This Saint-Emilion carries lovely length soaked in fresh fruits.

The second wine of Angélus is almost as structured as the first wine. It has serious tannins
and dark acidity. At the same time, the fruit is rich with black-currant flavors. It is solid with
plenty of potential. Drink this very fine wine from 2023. - Wine Enthusiast, 93 points.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Angélus
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151 Jasper Hill Farm Cheese Gift Box
estimated value: $100

Give the Gift of Cheese with this ‘Ripe & Ready’ gift box certificate from Jasper Hill Farm.
Jasper Hill is a working dairy farm with an on-site creamery in the Northeast Kingdom of
Vermont. An underground aging facility maximizes the potential of cheeses made by the
creamery, as well as those made by other local producers. The ‘Ripe & Ready’ collection
features a rotating selection of cheeses that are supremely snackable right now.

Restrictions: Shipping cost is included. Redeem by following instructions on the e-gift certificate
which will be emailed the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jasper Hill Farm

152 Big Cali Bottles
estimated value: $720

1 - Magnum Mayacamas Vineyards Cabernet Sauvignon 2005
1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Horseshoe Pinot Noir 2009
1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards San Matteo County Pinot Noir 2010

What’s better than bottles of wine from California? Big bottles of wine from California and
our generous donor is sharing some beauties in this lot.

The Macyacamas received 96 points from Antonio Galloni, "The 2005 Cabernet Sauvignon
is a gorgeous wine, but it also needs a good hour or more of air for some of the initial
signs of funkiness to blow off. As that happens, the 2005 reveals a core of intense,
concentrated dark fruit to match its brooding personality. Leather, smoke, licorice and
tobacco all add to an impression of inward power, and yet in the glass, the 2005 opens up
beautifully to show notable density and layers of texture that still need time to fully
emerge. Although I have had better bottles, this is certainly a very fine example. Readers
lucky enough to own the 2005 can look forward to several decades of exceptional
drinking from this powerhouse, old school Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon."
The 2009 Rhys Horseshoe received 94 points from Allen Meadows – Burghound, “A highly
expressive and more immediate nose of spice, floral elements and a ripe combination of
plum, red currant and blueberry fruit aromas merges seamlessly with rich, generous and 



supple medium weight plus flavors that possess lovely detail and precision on the
superbly deep and remarkably long finish. The firm tannins are well-integrated and this
should age well yet because of the abundance of dry extract, actually be approachable
young, at least with an hour or so of air. In short, this is a knockout.”

The Rhys San Matteo 2010 received 94 points from Robert Parker's Wine Advocate, “The
2010 Pinot Noir (San Mateo County) is simply fabulous. Rich dark cherries, crushed
flowers, mint and spices burst from the glass. This is a hugely delicious wine from Rhys.
The 80% whole clusters are nicely balanced by the sheer depth of the fruit. This is a flat
out stunning wine from Rhys. In 2010 the San Mateo is the entry-level Pinot. The 2010 is
bottled under San Mateo appellation, as it includes fruit from Bearwallow (in Anderson
Valley) rather than the more typical collection of sites from the Santa Cruz Mountains.
Once again, one of the appellation-level Rhys Pinots shines.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Amy Ray

82
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153 Chateauneuf-du-Pape Lot
estimated value: $970

Clos des Papes Chateauneuf-du-Pape 2001
Domaine du Pégau Chateauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée 2008
Domaine du Pégau Châteauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée Réservée 2005
Domaine du Pégau Chateauneuf-du-Pape Cuvée da Capo 2015
Château de Beaucastel Châteauneuf-du-Pape 1999
Lucien et Andre Brunel Châteauneuf-du-Pape Les Cailloux 1998
Clos de l'Oratoire des Papes Chateauneuf-du-Pape Rouge 2007
Chateau de Beaucastel Chateauneuf-du-Pape 2001

As one of the most renowned wines from the Rhône Valley in southeastern France,
Châteauneuf-du-Pape is well-known as a prestigious French wine, but also for its 14th-
century papal connections as it means ‘The Pope's new castle.’ Châteauneuf-du-Pape is
known for its bold Grenache-based red blends. Officially, the region makes both red and
white wines with up to 13 different grapes (unofficially, 20). A great bottle of Châteauneuf-
du-Pape Rouge bursts with rich raspberry and plummy fruit flavors. As it evolves, you’ll taste
notes of dusted leather, game, and herbs. As if that wasn’t enough, CdP Rouge often finishes
on a sweet-strawberry tingle that glows in the back of your throat from elevated alcohol.
But the best way to learn is to taste and try for yourself with this great collection!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee added
to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington office the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman, Doug Heye, Adam Feinberg, Josh Genderson, and
Friends of Heart’s Delight

154 George Sonoma Coma Pinot Noir 2019 – 2 Magnums
estimated value: $200

Heart’s Delight favorite one-man-show has done it again. George crafts his Pinot Noir the
“old-school” Burgundian way, and savvy sommeliers around the country keep spreading
his gospel. Get your hands on these two magnums, since he sells on a first come/first
served basis with preference given to past customers.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company
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155 Four Seasons Vail - Two Nights
estimated value: $1,640

At the gateway to Vail Village, Four Seasons Resort Vail presents a fresh interpretation of a
grand alpine hotel. Celebrate the great outdoors and enjoy two-nights with breakfast! The
Resort features amazing mountain views, a signature restaurant, Flame, and full-service
Spa with 13 treatment rooms. The heated pool, flanked by a fireplace, is open year-round.
In winter, skiing is a breeze with the Four Seasons Ski Concierge at the base of Gondola
One. In summer, families discover dazzling outdoor enjoyment, with an abundance of
activities including horseback riding, fly fishing, zip lining, rafting, biking and more. With the
largest guestrooms in all of Vail Valley - each with a soaking tub and a stone fireplace - you
may not want to leave the room! Yet the Resort is just steps away to Village nightlife,
shopping, al fresco dining and the renowned Village "apres" lifestyle Vail is known for.

Restrictions: Reservations are based on availability. Valid Sunday-Thursday. Major holidays and
weekends are excluded - other blackout days may apply. Reservations cannot be made more than
60 days prior to arrival. Expires December 15, 2022. Available for shipping the week of May 10th 
 [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our
Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Four Seasons Vail Resort & Residences

1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay 2018
1 - Magnum Rhys Vineyards Horseshoe Vineyard Chardonnay 2017

“The 2017 Chardonnay Horseshoe Vineyard has toast, smoke and gunflint notions to begin,
giving way to lemon pith, cream and stony scents with a restrained core of white peach with
citrus blossom and honey in the background.” 92 points - Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate

Planted in 2004 with a total of 17.5 acres, Horseshoe Ranch is our most beautiful vineyard
site. The ridge between the vineyards protects Horseshoe from some of the direct ocean
influence but allows for similarly cool temperatures. More importantly, Horseshoe lies on 

156
Rhys Vineyards Chardonnay - Horseshoe Vineyards 2017 &
2018 in Magnum
estimated value: $400
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a ridge of sedimentary shale that has made its way to surface over the millenia. This
lightweight, brittle rust-mottled shale is prevalent throughout the surface and soil
providing for low vigor and outstanding drainage. The wines produced at Horseshoe are
uniquely minerally, precise and focused. They offer an almost palpable tension that
greatly rewards aging. - winemaker notes

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Maureen Nelson

157 Sofitel Lisbon Liberdade - 2 Night Stay
estimated value: $400

Set forth to explore Lisbon’s seven hills and the flowing waters of the Riber Tagus with a
two-night stay at the Sofitel Lisbon Liberdade - where tradition and modernity united to
offer a timeless experience. With Lisbon’s most glamorous avenue as your home away
from home, discoveries are around every corner. Immerse yourself in a city that appeals
to the senses as you feast your eyes on views of Sao Jorge castle, or treat your taste buds
to creative Portuguese cuisine. Enjoy the hotel’s homage to Renaissance style and how
the country’s traditions and history are reflected in the rich selection of colors: the deep
red or Port wine, the bright gold of the treasures won and the warm, dark wood of the
Caravels.

Restrictions: Expires December 31, 2022. Advance reservations are required. Subject to
availability. Does not apply for special events or other promotions. Available for shipping the week
of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment
at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Sofitel Lisbon Liberdade
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159 Mindy Lam Earrings and Brooch
estimated value: $700

This stunning Mindy Lam Classic Collection is comprised of Lam's Large Stud Earrings and
Large Peony Brooch in sky and denim handcrafted with crystals and vintage rhinestones.
These classic stud earrings are available in both clip or post and are the perfect sparkle
for day or evening. The Classic Peony Brooch has been a staple since the inception of the
brand in 2002 and is always the perfect addition to blazers, sheaths, or wrapped onto
pearls. Originally born on a chicken farm in Hong Kong, Mindy Lam is a Chinese American
jewelry artist that weaves various metals into her signature lace with semi-precious stone
and crystals. Designing for over 18 years, Lam has been featured in the Museum of Fine
Arts, House, Brides Magazine, ELLE, People, Glamour, Vogue Italia, and more. The glamour
and fantasy Mindy creates now is a far cry from her childhood experiences while her work
reflects the craftmanship of the classic couture houses of old, but with refreshingly
modern edge with the her signature florals and metals.

Restrictions: Must be redeemed by March 25, 2022. Delivery coordinated by Mindy Lam directly.

Donated by Mindy Lam

96 points James Suckling, “The brightness and precision already comes through on the
nose with floral, blackcurrant character. Full-bodied and very tight and creamy with
polished tannins that last for minutes. Warm and intense. Needs four to five years to
show all it has, yet already a beauty.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château d’Issan

158 Château d’Issan 2016 - 2 bottles
estimated value: $160
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161 Venture Wines Cabernet Sauvignon 2014 - 1 Magnum, Signed
estimated value: $100

Scott Dilyard of Venture Wines was going to be with us for Heart’s Delight in 2020 and
kindly included this magnum for the digital auction and will sign the bottle to the winner.
Venture Wines is a California-based boutique wine label featuring the revered essence of
California’s Napa and Russian River Valleys. Taking their winemaking cues from both old
world and new world traditions, the 216 Cuveé is our flagship wine, a rich blend of Merlot
and Cab Franc. In our single varietal Chardonnay, Cabernet, Merlot and Pinot Noir wines,
they respect how the high-quality fruit they select reflects both nature and nurture in the
vineyard. Embracing this union, these wines show each varietal’s natural essence nuanced
by the conditions experienced in each vintage.

Restrictions: Wine will be signed and shipped from winery directly to the winner. Not able to ship
to all states. Must be 21 years of age to buy.

Donated by Venture Wines

We can’t wait to go back to Italy and this is an exciting way to taste your way through Italy
courtesy of Libby Edwards and Five Grapes. This tasting will include 5-6 wines and can be
customized for your tastes and interests and Libby will consult with the winning bidder
prior to the tasting. Just to get your imagination going, what about starting a sparkling
rosé from Veneto, then tour the classics with a Barolo and maybe some quirky Italian
varietals like Rebo and Lugana. There are 5,000 grapes native to Italy and here is your
chance to learn and taste through the classics to more obscure grapes. Libby can arrange
for an in-person tasting in the DC area or a zoom call.

Restrictions: In-person event will take place in the DC area. There is also the opportunity for a
Zoom tasting. Expires May 2022.

Donated by Libby Edwards and Five Grapes

160 Wine Tour of Italy from Piedmont to Tuscany and Beyond
with Libby Edwards
estimated value: $300
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163 Château Kirwan Vertical 2009 - 2014
estimated value: $400

1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2014
1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2013
1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2012
1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2011
1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2010
1 - bottle Château Kirwan 2009

Kirwan is an infinitely charming estate. The late 18th century château was built by Mark
Kirwan, a prosperous Irish businessman who combined two small adjoining vineyards in
the village of Cantenac and gave his name to the new entity.In the book, “Thomas
Jefferson on Wine” the preesident praised the wine greatly during a trip to Bordeaux in
1787, noting that “Château de Quirouen” was in the 2nd category, along with “Ségur”,
“Lynch”, etc.

97+ points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate, “Deep garnet-purple colored, the 2016
Léoville Poyferré hits the ground running with intense cassis, violets, dark chocolate,
menthol and fragrant earth notions complemented by nuances of cigar box and smoked
meats. Medium to full-bodied, the palate is charged with energetic, super intense black
fruit and floral layers, beautifully supported with super firm, ripe, grainy tannins and
seamless freshness. This liquid is simply alive in the mouth, culminating in an epically long
finish that will leave your mouth practically tingling. WOW!”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Léoville-Poyferré

162 Château Léoville-Poyferré 2016 - 1 bottle
estimated value: $120



Château Kirwan was listed as the first of the third growths in 1855. The Schÿler family
purchased Kirwan in 1926. Originating from cities belonging to the Hanseatic League, the
Schÿlers came to Bordeaux in 1739 to establish a wine business. They made major
investments at Kirwan starting in the 1970s and are closely identified with this great wine.
This incredible vertical will give you a walk through six years of vintages and the bottles all
rate an average of 90 points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Château Kirwan

Two-Night stay in the impressive Tower Suite at Ocean House, a historic Rhode Island
luxury hotel, with breakfast for two people. The Ocean House, which opened in 1868, is
impressive, with its massive grounds overlooking the ocean and quintessential Victorian-
style architecture. In 2003, the hotel was completely rebuilt to restore it to its original
grandeur, retaining original pieces inside and outside.

The property located in the seaside village of Watch Hill, Rhode Island which is home to
exclusive mansions overlooking the ocean. Cute little boutiques, ice cream shops, and
gorgeous water views can be found on the town's main street, just a quick walk from the
hotel. The atmosphere is one of laid-back luxury, and most guests entertain themselves
with simple pleasures such as having a drink on The Verandah or watching the sun set on
the hotel’s private beach. Ocean House was ranked Traveler + Leisure top 100 hotels in
the world and also made Conde Nast Traveler’s Gold List.

The Tower Suite offers grand accommodations and dramatic views of the Atlantic,
Napatree Point, Stonington and Watch Hill. Decorated by Greenwich-based designer,
Cindy Rinfret, the suite has two bedrooms and a day bed, and can sleep up to five people.

Restrictions: Valid November - April. Expires April 30, 2022. Tax and gratuity are included. Available
for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or available for
pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Ocean House

89

164 Tower Suite Stay at Ocean House in Watch Hill, Rhode Island
estimated value: $10,000
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166 i Ricchi Dinner for Two
estimated value: $200

Celebrating 31 years in Washington, DC, Ristorante i Ricchi has been highlighted as one of
the very best restaurants in numerous publications including The Washington Post,
Washingtonian, The New York Times, Gourmet, Food & Wine, Esquire, Bon Appetit, Conde
Nast Traveler and GQ. The original Trattoria i Ricchi began as a family home and general
store in the village of Cercina, located in Florence, Italy. I Ricchi maintains Tuscan
traditions by cooking with a wood-burning hearth and using fresh ingredients. The hearty
pastas, creamy risottos, smoky grills and tempting sweets are all expertly prepared from
original family recipes.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Ted Fowler

Looking for go-anywhere towels? Nomadix has you covered with these five different
towels! All items are made with post-consumer recycled plastic bottles. (1) Whether you
need to change before surfing, or lounge with friends on the beach, the Nomadix Banana
Leaf Green Poncho Towel (60”x80”) is versatile, classic poncho that doubles as a large
beach blanket. (2) The Festival Blanket in Sierra Black Brown (60”x70”) features a soft
plush top with a water-resistant base, keeping you comfortable and dry. (3 & 4) The Only
Towel You Need is a high-performance travel towel, beach towel, yoga towel all-in-one!
The Jackson Blue Towel and Aloha Grapefruit Towel (30”x72.5”) are versatile without
sacrificing performance. (5) The Zone Grapefruit Hand Towel (27.5” x18”) is the pint-size
hero and perfect companion on the go!

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$10 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Nomadix SPC

165 Nomadix Go Anywhere Towel Assortment
estimated value: $250



Private Tour & Tasting Hosted by John Conover. John is not only a Partner in these three
incredible wineries, he is a wonderful friend of Heart’s Delight a terrific person - you are
going to have a great day!

Your incredible (half) day in Napa will begin at 9am at CADE Estate Howell Mountain.
Perched high upon Napa's elusive Howell Mountain, among a dramatic hillside of
Manzanita trees, CADE Estate is a unique, state-of-the-art winery, awarded LEED Gold
Certification by the U.S. Green Building Council. They produce five wines including: a Napa
Valley and an Estate Sauvignon Blanc, a Napa Valley Cabernet Sauvignon, an Estate
Cabernet Sauvignon, and a Reserve Cabernet Sauvignon.

At 10:30 you go to PlumpJack Estate, perched on top of their little hilltop, shaded under
our large oak trees with endless Oakville vineyard views. You will taste the incredible wines
from PlumpJack.

Then off to lunch at Mustards Grill, Cindy Pawlcyn's 'Deluxe Truckstop' which has been a
Napa Valley landmark for over 30 years.

Then as if you could forget your day, you will receive a magnum of the following all signed
by the winemakers!

2019 CADE Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - 1 Magnum
2019 PlumpJack Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - 1 Magnum
2019 Odette Estate Cabernet Sauvignon - 1 Magnum

Restrictions: Tastings to be arranged on a mutually agreeable date.

Donated by CADE Estate Winery, PlumpJack Estate Winery, & Odette Estate Winery
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167 PlumpJack, CADE & Odette – Visits, Lunch & Wine!!
estimated value: $1,800
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169 2011 Next of Kyn Cumulus Vineyard No. 5 - Box Set with 
1 Magnum and 3 bottles
estimated value: $1,500

97 points! “While I reviewed the 2011 Cumulus Vineyard #5 last year, I was thrilled to be
able to retaste it this go around. Showing consistently, with tons of savory, meaty
characteristics in its currants, cassis, ground herbs and wood smoke-like aromas and
flavors, this is a full-bodied, gorgeously concentrated 2011 that shows the freshness and
purity of the vintage, yet backs it up with plenty of texture and length. Give it a few years
and enjoy bottles through 2032.” – Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate

Next of Kyn was introduced by the talented Manfred and Elaine Krankl in 2007 as a
completely separate operation from his Sine Qua Non wines. Next of Kyn wines are
sourced from their Cumulus Vineyard that is planted around their estate in Oakview. Each
Next of Kyn release are sold in box set which contains three 750ml and one magnum.
Production is extremely low, so getting your hands on these phenomenal bottles could be
tough, but today is your lucky day!
Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George

Yes that is Eisele Vineyard and they make olive oil! It is highly-allocated so this may be your
only chance to try it.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman

168 2019 Eisele Vineyard Extra Virgin Olive Oil - 2 bottles
estimated value: $50
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171 George Ceremonial Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 2 Magnums
estimated value: $240

George Levkoff is a Heart’s Delight veteran and our favorite one-man-show. With only 148
cases made, George crafts Pinot Noir the "old-school" Burgundian way, and savvy
sommeliers around the country keep spreading his gospel. And nowhere more so than
Las Vegas, where, at last count, George Pinot Noirs grace the wine lists of nearly 100 top
restaurants (Joel Robuchon, Guy Savoy, Spago and Picasso to name a few). In California,
you’ll find George on just about every top restaurant wine list in the state such as The
French Laundry, Cut, and Gordon Ramsay. The eye-widening list is a testament to the
power of these beautiful wines.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company

Jet off to Buenos Aires and enjoy 2 nights for two in the heart of Recoleta. This luxury
hotel stands in a neighborhood known for neoclassical architecture, blending European
heritage and Argentine roots and the hotel showcases works by local artists. Steps from
high end boutiques, designer shopping, open air coffee houses, museums, and eateries.

Restrictions: Expires December 2021. Subject to availability and blackout dates. Available for
shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or available for pick-
up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Sofitel Buenos Aires Recoleta Hotel

170 Sofitel Buenos Aires Recoleta Hotel - 2 Night Stay 
estimated value: $400
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173 Vincent Girardin Le Montrachet Grand Cru 2002 - 2 bottles
estimated value: $1,100

From one of our favorites whom we miss very much, these lovely bottles are from the
cellar of J.D. Murphy and selected for this auction by the wonderful Genevieve Murphy.
For those who were lucky to know J.D., you will know that these bottles are well-cellared
and well taken care of.

Since its foundation in 1980 in Santenay, Vincent Girardin has become one of the most
famous domains in Meursault. He began at the ripe age of 19 years old, and made his
first wines from 5 acres of vineyards that he had inherited from his parents. His strong
desire for success demanded him to create relationships with suppliers and growers- a
practice that was just beginning to rise in Burgundy at that time. With the help of
winemaker Eric Germain, who was brought on to the team in 2003, Vincent discovered 

375 ml - Bodegas Los Infantes Orleans Borbon 'Orleans' Manzanilla Fina Sherry,
Andalucia, Spain
Compania Mata Reserva Tinto Vermouth, Spain 
500 ml - NV Osborne Jerez-Xérès-Sherry Venerable 30 Year Old Pedro Ximénez VORS
Naveran Dama De Barcelona Brut Cava 2016
Noble & Murat Late Bottled Vintage Port 2012
Abbe Rous Banyuls Helyos 2002

A European custom to start an evening, an aperitif is a drink to have before dinner, with
the idea that it enhances the appetite and the digestif helps wind diners down after all
that food has been joyfully consumed.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Molly Finnegan and Doug Heye

172 Aperitif & Digestif Lot: The Bookends to Your Meal
estimated value: $235



that he wanted to do as little intervention as possible with the fruit to create a level of
premium Burgundian offerings.

“Superripe aromas of stone fruits, minerals and hazelnut. Thick and powerful on the
palate, with supersweet apricot, nut oil and menthol flavors. A huge wine of impressive
solidity and extraordinary sweetness. " Vinous, 92 points

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Mrs. Murphy

Limitless adventures await at W Los Angeles - West Beverly Hills. Stay 2-Nights in a
Fantastic Studio in part of the energetic Westwood Village. Next door to Beverly Hills and
steps from UCLA, Hammer Museum and Geffen Playhouse. Venture further to reach the
Getty Center’s gallery exhibits, iconic shopping on Rodeo Drive and the city of Santa
Monica, famous for white sand beaches and its carnivalesque pier. Whether you are on
the scene to play or work, the W Los Angeles - West Beverly Hills connects you to the
pulse of LA’s excitement!

Restrictions: Subject to availability and black-out dates. Expires December 30, 2022. Available for
shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or available for pick-
up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by W LA West Beverly Hills
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174 W LA West Beverly Hills - 2 nights
estimated value: $600



3 - bottles David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2002           
2 - bottles David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2003
2 - bottles David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2004
2 - bottles David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2005
1 - bottle David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2008                            
1 - bottle David Arthur Cabernet Sauvignon 2010                            
1 - bottle David Arthur Meritaggio 2008

The origins of David Arthur Vineyards date back to 1950’s and today the estate is best
known for its high-elevation Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Sauvignon-based wines.
The vineyards, located on Napa Valley’s eastern ridge and the soils are volcanic, rocky, and
low in vigor – ideal for the production of Cabernet Sauvignon. The Meritaggio is a
Bordeaux-style blend with an Italian accent, this red benefits from a small percentage of
Sangiovese, which provides the “aggio” on the end of the name as well as a spicy note of
black cherry and pepper.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by John Brooks
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175 David Arthur Vineyards Mixed Case
estimated value: $1,145
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177 Rosé All Day Lot
estimated value: $375

1 - Magnum Peyrassol Cotes de Provence 'Chateau Peyrassol' Rosé 2017
2 - bottles Olema Côtes de Provence Rosé 2017
4 - bottles Domaine du Gros’ Nore Bandol Rosé 2017 
1 - bottle Wolffer Estate ‘Summer in a Bottle’ Rosé 
3 - bottles Chateau de Pibarnon Bandol Rosé 2017 

Equivalent of 12 bottles of wine - you will be ready for summer and some delicious
patio sipping!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Diane Gross and Susan Grais

Enjoy a two-night stay at the beautiful historic five-star hotel, The Stafford London. Tucked
away in the heart of historic St. James, and just minutes from London’s iconic landmarks
and vibrant West End, The Stafford London is one of the finest luxury hotels in the Capital.
Luxuriate in the stunning individually designed rooms and suites and relax with a cocktail
in the renowned American Bar. Your two-night accommodations will be in a Stafford
Mews Suite and will include a full English breakfast.

Restrictions: Expires December 30, 2022. Subject to availability. Excluding Christmas and times of
high occupancy levels. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to
the final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by The Stafford London

176 The Beautiful & Historic Stafford London
estimated value: $2,400
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179 Kistler Vineyards ‘Cuvée Natalie’ Silver Belt Pinot Noir 2014
& 2013
estimated value: $330

The 2014 received 95 points from Robert Parker and 96 points from Antonio Galloni, “The
2014 Pinot Noir Silver Belt Cuvée Natalie has more density, power and richness than the
Kistler Vineyard, with darker tonalities of fruit, to match its inner sweetness. The distinctive
aromatics of Swan clone are especially pronounced today. Translucent and expressive,
with striking shades of red/purplish fruits, the 2014 is magnificent today. Silky tannins and
soft contours will make the 2014 nearly impossible to resist upon release.”

The 2013 vintage received 95 points from Robert Parker, “The 2013 Pinot Noir Silver Belt
Cuvée Natalie, from another Sonoma Coast site, shows darker fruits, more meat, black
cherries and black raspberries with underbrush and spice.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman

148 cases made by George Levkoff - our favorite one-man-show. The wine is sold on a
first come/first served basis with preference given to past customers - so this may be your
only chance to take home two of these magnums!

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company

178 George Leras Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 2 Magnums
estimated value: $240
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181 Nats World Series Champions Wine
estimated value: $100

Great wine covers all bases! The Nationals swept the St. Louis Cardinals in the NLCS,
giving them their first NL pennant. Then the team defeated the Houston Astros in game
seven of the 2019 World Series, giving them their first World Series Championship.
Celebrate the home team with these memorabilia bottles!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jennifer Kasten

With 50% of the fruit in the blend taken from Chambolle-Musigny and the rest from Nuits-
St-Georges and Vosne-Romanée, this is a delightful Bourgogne Rouge. Ripe fruit on the
nose, almost jammy in nature, but not in an overblown way. The palate displays good
freshness and definition.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight

180 Domaine Arnoux-Lachaux Bourgogne Pinot Fin 2009 - 6 bottles
estimated value: $180
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183 Lacoste Polarized Women’s Sunglasses
estimated value: $280

The sun is always shining above the clouds. Let’s look forward to the brightest day. Enjoy
these classic but stylish sunglasses for any occasion! 

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Dr. Stan Appelbaum and Mrs. Barbara Bassin

Tommy Bahama is the purveyor of island lifestyle. Enjoy 8 Tommy Bahama Martini
Glasses - stemless for stylish sipping and imagining you are lounging on an island with
your toes in the sand! Mix your favorite drinks with a Viski Cocktail Shaker and a liter of
Tito’s Handmade Vodka. Need the perfect recipe? Live the island life and fill your glass
with cocktail recipes from Tommy Bahama!

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Susan Grais and Friends of Heart's Delight 

182 Martini Package with Tommy Bahama Glasses, Viski Cocktail
Shaker & Tito’s Handmade Vodka
estimated value: $130



Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn & Spa: Two Night Stay in a Fairmont Room
Squire Livery - 6 hour Wine Country Tour for 4-6 people

Includes a bottle of wine in the room upon arrival, daily Sonoma Valley Wine Tasting in the
lobby between 4:30-5:30m, complimentary access to daily fitness classes, state-of-the art
facilities and the Inn’s daily-guided hikes. The Sonoma valley offers a variety of activities
including shipping historic Sonoma Plaza, wine tasting, hot air ballooning, bicycling, and
hiking. You will also find over 59 pampering body and beauty treatments and services
available at the Willow Stream Spa.

Whether you have visited the Napa Valley wine country or not, you will love this fun
adventure. Sit back, relax, and allow Squire Livery to show you the valley for 6 hours for 4-
6 people. Squire Livery is personalized transportation and tour company for Napa and
Sonoma that specialize in intimate tours. Here to make your personalized trip, easy,
luxurious, and special!

Restrictions: Fairmont: Valid through January 31, 2022. Holidays excluded. Valid Sunday-Thursday.
Subject to availability and blackout periods. 
Squire: Not valid August - October. Subject to availability. 
Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final cost] or
available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Fairmont Sonoma Mission Inn & Spa and Squire Livery
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184 Visit Sonoma Wine Country
estimated value: $2,450
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5 - bottles Reisacher Estate Inaugural Release Cabernet Sauvignon (2016) 
1 - bottle Reisacher Estate Alpasión Cabernet Sauvignon 2017
1 - bottle Reisacher Estate Calma Cabernet Sauvignon 2017

In 2015, winemaker Gerhard Reisacher’s reputation was riding high. Robert Parker had
just scored his three 2013 Delectus Cabernet Sauvignons 96, 95+ and 94+ and said:
“Kudos to Delectus for making wines that will ultimately prove the magnificent aging
potential of what they’re doing in Knight’s Valley.”

But Gerhard's life was changing. He and his wife, who had co-founded Delectus, split. In
the settlement, he left Delectus but kept the vineyard. The following year, he sold most of
the Cabernet Sauvignon grapes to a prestigious winery - but kept the very best to make
tiny amounts of 2016 Reisacher Estate Cabernet Sauvignon. He did the same in 2017. But
following that, the owner of Peter Michael Winery, which adjoined his vineyard on the
slopes of Mt. St. Helena, made him an offer he couldn’t refuse and he sold the vineyard.
Sir Peter said: “I have admired Gerhard’s work and his vines…and I am very happy that
they are part off then PMW estate.”

So not only was Reisacher Estate’s production tiny, using the very best of the grapes that
had earned stratospheric Parker scores, there were only two vintages of it. This is your
opportunity to obtain seven bottles of something truly rare and delicious. Cellar Tracker
gives the wines an average score of 94.4: (pricing is based on release price of $150 per
bottle as there is none currently listed for sale).

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by John Brooks and Jay Erb

185 Reisacher Estate’s Rare Collection
estimated value: $1,050
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187 Sauternes Sampler
estimated value: $545

Château Rieussec 2001 - 375ml
Château Gilette Creme de Tete 1983 - 375ml 
Château Rieussec 1988 
Château Coutet 2013
Château Climens 2014 
Château Guiraud 2014

So just how does Sauternes taste? Like heaven. Sweetness is balanced with acidity,
concentration with freshness, and power with elegance. The classic Sauternes wine has an
intense golden color, which turns a deep amber as it ages in bottle. The aromas include
blossom and stone fruit, with a hint of honeysuckle - the trademark of botrytized wines.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Joel Kleinman, Amy Ray, Maureen Nelson, Adam Feinberg, and
Friends of Heart’s Delight

This fabulous Dazzle Cake Knife & Server Set adds a bright style and personality to any
meal or celebration where pies or cakes make an appearance. With its matching handles
scattered with round, mirror-polished facets, it adds the perfect amount of flair. Crafted
from 18/10 stainless steel and dishwasher safe, it’s elegant enough for a wedding, making
this a picture-perfect bridal shower gift!

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Nambe

186 Nambe Dazzle Cake Knife & Server Set 
estimated value: $60



Enjoy 4 different SCOUT items - a DC-based brand known for stylish, functional, affordable
bags. Stay safe SCOUT-style with the ultimate in-your-face fashion accessory (1) non-
medical face mask in patterns Out of the Blue and Star Lineup. (2) Love to lunch? Enjoy
the Lunch Date Lunch Box in Block Party Pink and Chambray and (3) Boxed Lunch Lunch
Box in Block Party Black and Navy. (4) Don’t forget the perfect sized cooler - the Pleasure
Chest in Let’s Shellabrate - perfect for any outing!

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by SCOUT

96 points from Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate “Deep, pure and fresh on the fruit-intense
and complex nose, the 1995 Blanc des Millenaires is still young and incredibly fresh on
the palate. This is refreshingly pure, concentrated, fruity and perfectly round Champagne
that reveals a great tension and mineral complexity. It also has a long and salty finish.”

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT.] shipping fee will
be added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Friends of Heart’s Delight 
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189 SCOUT Bags
estimated value: $110

188 Charles Heidsieck “Blanc des Millénaires” Brut Champagne 1995
estimated value: $200
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191 Ordinary Habit Puzzle Package
estimated value: $50

Mother-daughter duo set out to create artful objects, designed to be both fun and
functional, that would help people access habitual moments of calm and connectedness.
Both peaceful and vibrant all at once, ‘How I Will Spent the Summer’ is a scene we wish we
could jump into. Umbrellas, palm trees, and tropical fruit lay scattered across a joyful
canvas, bringing sweetness and warmth into your day. Enjoy a bottle of wine and conquer
this 1000-piece puzzle by Ordinary Habit. (26.9” x 18.9” once completed).

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Ordinary Habit 

This wine was aged almost a year in 45% new French oak. It shows its powerful
concentration of cherry-vanilla jam and tobacco, the tannins layered and thick. A smoky
element of char permeates the finish.

Roots, stems and dried leaves make for an earthy entry into this estate appellation wine.
Wraparound tannins and oak emphasize a gritty, grainy texture marked by robust cherry
ripeness and secondary characteristics of black tea and rose.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Ram’s Gate Estate

190 Ram's Gate Estate Carneros Pinot Noir 2013 - Magnum, Signed
estimated value: $160
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193 The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis - 1 Night Stay
estimated value: $375

Looking for an experience like few others in the area? Look no further - Stay one night in
Deluxe Accommodations for two at The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis. Tucked in the Arts and
Garden District, catch a glimpse of the skyline from a balcony, share a meal in St. Louis’s
largest dine-in wine cellar, or pamper yourself with a massage at the hotel spa. Venture
outside of the hotel and spend the day at the Science Center and City Museum, followed
by a visit to the Anheuser-Busch brewery and see the famous Clydesdale horses, or see
the famous arch. St. Louis is a multi-faceted city, one where historic architecture rubs
elbows with new restaurants, and being a sports fan could imply a love of baseball - the
hotel is near St. Louis’ most noteworthy experiences.

Restrictions: Expires April 12, 2022. Subject to availability and blackout dates. Breakfast and
parking included. Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by The Ritz-Carlton St. Louis

Winter is an ultra-luxury wine brand in the Napa Valley that creates highly-coveted wine in
small quantities. Hand-made using the finest techniques and processes, the wine has
been rated as one of the Napa Valley’s top Cabernet Sauvignons. Winter was started in
2004 with the mission of producing handcrafted wine of uncompromising quality and
distinction. In the first release year, this received 95 points from Robert Parker, “Classic
creme de cassis, charcoal, and graphite notes emerge from the dense ruby/purple 2004
Cabernet Sauvignon, an exceptionally pure, young wine with a Bordeaux-like structure
super-imposed over the opulence and extravagantly rich fruit provided by Napa. It
possesses superb purity and density as well as a long finish."

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Jeffrey J. Schragg and Mary Jo George

192 Winter Wine Estate Cabernet Sauvignon 2004 - 3L
estimated value: $1,400
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195 2019 George Wine Company Four Magnum Sampler
estimated value: $460

George Ceremonial Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Hansen Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Leras Vineyard Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum
George Sonoma Coma Pinot Noir 2019 - 1 Magnum

George Levkoff is a one-man show performing every step of winemaking from sorting to
bottling, marketing and delivering. The wines are highly allocated to an eager mailing list
with very limited retail distribution.

Restrictions: Wine will be shipped directly from george wine company. Must be 21 to order. Not
able to deliver to all states.

Donated by george wine company

Ever wonder more about your family history? With this one-year subscription, start preserving
your history, one memory at a time. Learn more about your relatives and discover things you
never knew about your family in three simple steps. Each week, StoryWorth will send you
questions you’ve never thought to write about. You write a story each week, optionally share
with family. At the end of the year, you will get a year’s worth of stories bound into a beautiful
hardcover book. Keep this for yourself or gift it to you a family member!

Restrictions: Heart’s Delight Team to email redemption code the week of May 10th.

Donated by StoryWorth

194 StoryWorth Account 
estimated value: $200
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197 The Wander Club Package
estimated value: $150

Do you love traveling and feel that sometimes the best part of your trip happens after
you’ve come home and reflected on your adventures - that’s what The Wander Club is all
about! Travel through 4 hand-drawn 500-piece puzzles of Europe, North America, Asia
and the 62 U.S. National Parks. Need a new mask? With your comfort and safety in mind,
these 5 masks are 3-layered, Egyptian Cotton that are soft, breathable, and protective for
everyday wear. Don’t forget fully adjustable mantra cuffs that are delicate, lightweight, and
durable, so you can wear them around the world. Let this one-size fits all cuff be your
daily reminder that not all those who wander are lost.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$10 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by The Wander Club

Celebrating 31 years in Washington, DC, Ristorante i Ricchi has been highlighted as one of
the very best restaurants in numerous publications including The Washington Post,
Washingtonian, The New York Times, Gourmet, Food & Wine, Esquire, Bon Appetit, Conde
Nast Traveler and GQ. The original Trattoria i Ricchi began as a family home and general
store in the village of Cercina, located in Florence, Italy. I Ricchi maintains Tuscan
traditions by cooking with a wood-burning hearth and using fresh ingredients. The hearty
pastas, creamy risottos, smoky grills and tempting sweets are all expertly prepared from
original family recipes.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment our Arlington, Virginia office.

Donated by Ted Fowler

196 i Ricchi Dinner for Two
estimated value: $200
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199 Beaux Frères Pinot Noir Magnums
estimated value: $300

Beaux Frères Pinot Noir The Beaux Frères Vineyard 2004, Willamette Valley
1 Magnum
Beaux Frères Pinot Noir The Beaux Frères Vineyard 2003, Willamette Valley
1 Magnum

The Beaux Freres estate property, an old pig farm, is 24 acres of tightly-spaced, low-
yielding vines on the steep slopes of Ribbon Ridge in Northern Willamette Valley.
Winemaking philosophy and technique follow a commitment to minimal intervention, with
native yeast fermentations and only one racking prior to bottling. All the wines are unfined
and unfiltered. The wine remains in French oak for a period of 10-12 months, in varying
proportions of new wood depending on the strength of the vintage. Because of the
"reductive" winemaking style, which keeps the wine away from oxygen as much as
possible, Beaux Freres Pinots are made for bottle age. The end result is a true expression
of prime Willamette terroir.

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to
ship to: AL, DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be
added to the final cost or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office
beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Susan and Manfred Arnold

Open and airy, the Presleigh Love Knot Open Frame Drop Earrings in bright silver feature
their version of a love knot. Whether gifted to a loved one or keep for yourself, these
earrings are an everyday reminder of the strength of love in its many forms. Size 2" L x
1.7" W on ear wire.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$5 shipping fee will be added to the final
cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of
May 10th.

Donated by Kendra Scott

198 Kendra Scott Presleigh Love Knot Earrings
estimated value: $70
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201 Steven Spurrier’s Bride Valley Vineyard
estimated value: $70

1 - bottle Bride Valley Vineyard, Dorset (England) Blanc de Blancs Sparkling Wine 2014

Many tributes are being paid to legend Steven Spurrier (1941-2021), as his contributions
to the wine world have been vast.In appreciation of Steven Spurrier’s life and work, it felt
fitting to sip a glass of Bride Valley. Spurrier is arguably best known for his historic 1976
blind wine tasting the “Judgement of Paris,” however, one of his most lasting achievements
is his English sparkling wine estate, Bride Valley, in Dorset, which delivered its first
commercial harvest in 2011. Spurrier’s Bride Valley has helped raise English sparkling
wine from obscurity to the top of wine lists.The 2014 Blanc de Blanc is elegantly dry and
balanced with notes of lemon zest, pear, lychee, honeysuckle, and hints of brioche. The
palate rounds everything out with a subtle yeasty creaminess that boosts the lemon zest
flavor. Irresistible now with enticing acidity on the long finish.” 95 points Miranda Franco,
Wine Review Online

Restrictions: Must be 21 to order. Available for shipping through MacArthur Beverages [not able to ship to: AL,
DE, IL, IA, KY, MA, MD, ME, MS, ND, NH, NY, OK, PA, SD, TX, UT, VA, VT] Shipping fee will be added to the final cost
or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the week of May 10th.

Donated by Miranda Franco

Looking for some help in the kitchen, maybe some inspiration? Home Chef was created to
provide everything you need to bring more delicious meals and moments to the table, no
matter how busy you are. Home Chef is perfect for any lifestyle and level of culinary skill.
Select recipes each week that fit your preferences and dietary restrictions. Accept their
suggestions or choose your own! Use the Customize It feature to upgrade, swap, or
double up your favorite protein on select recipes. Fresh, pre-portioned ingredients
delivered right to your door! Effortlessly create and plate exciting dishes with their step-
by-step recipe cards. Use this $100 gift certificate to explore the ease of Home Chef Meal
Kit Delivery or give the Gift that keeps on cooking!

Restrictions: Heart’s Delight Team to email redemption code the week of May 10th.

Donated by HomeChef

200 HomeChef Gift Card
estimated value: $100
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203 Veronica Beard Georgetown - $500 Gift Card + Shopping
Party for 20!
estimated value: $500

Veronica Beard was founded by sisters-in-law Veronica Miele Beard and Veronica
Swanson Beard. What began as a rack of dickey jackets in 2010 has expanded into a full
lifestyle collection built for real life - the closet heroes to be loved, and lived in. They
opened their first DC store in Georgetown in the Fall of 2020 featuring everything from
leopard-print face masks to jeans, swimwear and footwear. Enjoy a $500 in-store gift card
and a private shopping party for you and 20 friends! Shoppers will also receive 10% off
their purchase.
 

Restrictions: Gift certificate will be emailed the week of May 10th. Redeemable at Veronica Beard
Georgetown. Expires December 1, 2022.

Donated by Veronica Beard

From coffee enthusiasts to instant coffee drinkers, Nespresso has captivated just about
anyone who drinks coffee. And, fortunately, that’s basically anyone alive right now - about
80% of the world consumes coffee every day, whether as their sole source of caffeine or
along with tea. By far the most immediate reason to buy a Nespresso coffee maker is that
you can make espresso at home. But of course, it’s not just making espresso: It’s making a
good espresso without having to deal with anything else than just one button.

VertuoPlus offers the perfect combination of style and convenience for a unique coffee
experience at home. It brews a wide range of high quality coffees (5oz, 8oz, 14oz),
espressos and double espressos. Includes Aeroccino3 milk frother for easy preparation of
Cappuccinos and Lattes. Measures 9.1” x 13.2” x 12.8”.

Restrictions: Available for shipping the week of May 10th [$15 shipping fee will be added to the
final cost] or available for pick-up by appointment at our Arlington, Virginia office beginning the
week of May 10th.

Donated by Nespresso

202 Nespresso VertuoPlus Deluxe Black Bundle
estimated value: $230
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